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Le problkme de confection d'horaires d'examens est un problème combinatoire NP- 

difficile. I I  devient un important dCfi pour la gestion des opérations des icoles et des 

universités puisque. à la fin de chaque session ou année, la majorité des institutions 

d'enseignement doivent planifier la tenue d'un ensemble d'examens. Avec l'expansion de 

la taille des problémes et l'augmentation de la cornplexit6 des contraintes, la résolution 

de ce probléme nécessite I'investissement d'un c ffort beaucoup plus grand. 

L'objectif de ce mémoire est le dÇvcloppement d'une nouvelle application permettant de 

risoudre le probléme de confection d'honircs d'examens pour l'École Polytechnique de 

Montréal: l'allocation auiomatique de locaux pour les examens est aussi incluse. 

L'algori thmr de cette application doit satisfaire I'rnsem ble des contraintes dures ainsi 

que le plus grand nombre possible de contraintes molles: la recherche de solution doit de 

plus être efficace. 

Dans Ic cadre de ce mkmoire. la programmation par çontnintr.~ constitue la mithode de 

résolution retenue. Le moddr du probltme est tout d'abord construit à l'aide d'une 

division en deux sous-problèmes: le problème de confection d'horaires des sessions 

d'examen et le probkmr de confection d'horaires des locaux d'examen. Les deux 

problèmes sont rksolus i ndépendarnmrnt; dans les deux cas. plusieurs strattigies de 

recherche. tant statiques que dynamiques. sont développées pour la sélection des 

variables et des valeun. Pour une meilleure performance, différentes mithodes sont 
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proposées permettant de réduire l'espace de recherche aux seuls sou-espaces réellement 

explorés durant la recherche de solutions. De plus, différents algorithmes contrôlant la 

recherche sont utilisés pour améliorer davantage la performance et diterminer les 

endroits où les mauvais choix risquent le plus d'être effectués. Dans ce mémoire. le 

langage [log Solver est l'outil utilisé pour résoudre le problème de confection d'horaires 

d'examens. 

Les rksultats r.xp6rimentau.u montrent que plusieurs algorithmes sont en mesure de 

trouver de meilleures solutions et que l'un d'eux comporte une exicution plus 

perfomante. Cet algorithme est trks stable: nous l'avons test2 à l'aide de trois snsrniblss 

de donnties. Nos rkultats bnt  tris bonne figure lorsque cornpar& à ceux de ~'Écok 

Polytrc hnique. 
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ABSTRACT 

The examination scheduling problem is ver -  difficult to be solved and is classified as 

NP-hard. It is becoming an important operations management problem in SC hools and 

universities. At the end of each term or year, most rducational institutions must schedulr 

a set of examinations. With the expansion of the size of the problem and with the 

increasç of more complicated constraints, the problem becomes evrn mure difficult and 

much effort needs to be put into it. 

The aim of this thesis is to develop a new application to solvc the examination 

scheduling problrrn for École Polytechnique de Montréal. The algorithm of the 

application should satisfy al1 hard constraints, satis. soli constraints ÿs much as possible 

and br efticicnt in tinding bettrr solutions. Also it should allocate rooms for each 

examination automaticall y. 

This thesis adopts constraint programming as the method to soivtt the problrm. First the 

modrl of the problcm is constmctrd. thrn the problem is dividrd into t w  sub-probkms. 

and solved in two phases: examination-session timetabling problem and rxmination- 

room timetabling problem. For each sub-problem several search stntrgies including 

both static and dynamic rules for variable and value selection are investigated. In ordèr 

to improve the nin-time performance, differçnt rnethods are investigated to d u c e  the 

search space so that only the right sub-spaces are explored during the search. 
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Additionally, different search control algorithms are used to irnprove the performance 

M e r  and to find out where the algorithms are likely to rnake a wrong choice. In this 

thesis, [LOG SOLVER is used as our tool to solve the examination scheduling problem. 

The resuits of experiments show that several algonthms could find better solutions and 

one of them had a better run-time performance. The algorithm is very stable. we tested it 

by using three sets of data. Comparing with the results From École Polytrchnique de 

Montréal, it would seem that our results are very good. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

La port& pratique des problèmes d'ordonnancement est Cnonne. Professeurs et 

conférenciers doivent organiser leurs présentations. l'organisateur d'un voyage doit gCrer 

les horaires de train et d'autobus, ainsi de suite. De tels problèmes sont très ardus à 

résoudre et appartiennent à la classe des problemes NP-difficiles. Les difficultés 

inhirentes à un problime d'ordonnancement typique proviennent de sa grande ichelle. 

du grand nombre d'exigences. de contraintes et de critkres de qualité souvent 

contradictoires. Bien que de nombreux etTons furent dipnsés sur cc sujet. les problkmes 

d'ordonnancement demeurent un dkti pour la recherche opkrütio~elle ei l'informatique. 

Le probkme de confection d'horaires d'examens constitue une sous-classe de ces 

probl6mes. I I  devient un important déti pour la gestion des optintions des 6colrs et des 

univeaitçs: de nombreux etrorts méritent donc d'y Stre consacrés. 

Les mÇthodes habituelles utiliXes pour risoudre ce type de probléme proviennent du 

domaine de la recherche op&atio~elle. comme les algorithmes génktiques et les 

proctidures de recherche locale. Ces methodes bien connues sont couramment riti!isées et 

permettent d'obtenir de bons risultats: elles possident par contre un défaut inhérent. leur 

manque de tlexibil itk. Rtkemrncnt. la programmation par contraintes est devenue une 

alternative intiressante pour résoudre les probltmes d'ordonnancement. Elle combine les 

avantages à la fois de la résolution de contraintes et de la programmation logique et 
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permet d'obtenir des programmes à la fois expressifs et flexibles. La preuve de 

l'efficacité de la programmation par contraintes pour résoudre de nombreux problèmes 

combinatoires n'est plus à faire. En fait. elle constitue un outil très pratique permettant de 

construire des applications lorsque aucun algorithme général n'est disponible ou que des 

changements fréquents sont prévus. 

Pour résoudre leur problème de confection d'horaires d'examens. l'École Polytechnique 

de Montréal utilise à l'heure actuelle un programme développé il y a une quinzaine 

d'annies. Ce programme ne semble plus à l'heure actuelle approprie pour attaquer Ir. 

problkme: entre autres. i l  ne permet pas d'effectuer l'allocation des locaux pour les 

examens. Au cours de ce projet. une m6thode de programmation par contraintes sera 

utiliske pour ginkrrr des horaires d'examens incluant l'allocation des locaux. 

Le probkme de confection d'horaires d'examens repose sur ces deux contraintes 

fondamt.ntales: 

1. Aucun étudiant ne doit avoir plus d'un examen au même moment. 

3. Un local ne peut contenir plus d'étudiants que sa capacité. 
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Il existe aussi d'autres contraintes supplémentaires. Ainsi. il peut être exigé que certains 

examens aient lieu en même temps. que des examens doivent avoir lieu avant ou aprks 

d'autres examens, etc. 

L'objectif premier de la conkction d'horaires d'examen est dr trouver un horaire ne 

comportant aucun conflit. De nombreux objectifs secondaires peuvent Ctre t i x k :  rGpartir 

uniformément les examens de chaque Çtudiant. planifier les examens le plus toi possible, 

utiliser l'ensemble des locaux disponibles le plus efficacement possible. etc. 

Pour 1'Écolt: Polytechnique de Montrcid. les contraintes suivantes doivent &rt: respcctcks: 

Aucun Ctudiant ne doit avoir plus d'un examen au mtme moment. 

Le nombre d'itudiants durant une piriode est lirniti par la capaciti totale disponible. 

Plusieurs examens peuvent titre al loutis dans le mSme local. 

Un mSme examen peut se dirouler dans plusieurs locaux. 

Au moins deux examens devraient Stre prévus dans chaque local. 

II existe ensuite un ensemble de contraintes que l'on doit tenter de satisfaire mais qui 

puvent tout de même Çtre violées: 

Éviter de domer deux examens B un même Ctudiant Ir même jour. 

Éviter de donner deux examens à un même étudiant lors de journies consicutives. 

Favoriser les examens durant les périodes de l'avant-midi. 

Favoriser la tenue des examens Ir plus tôt possible. 
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Favoriser une répartition équilibrke dès examens de chaque étudiant. 

Favoriser une utilisation efficace des locaux durant chaque pkriode. 

Essayer &équilibrer le nombre d'étudiants dans chaque local. 

1. Modélisation des données 

Des variables a a m s  appartenant au domaine des entiers sont utilisirs pour reprisenter 

les examens. Une variable cost reprisentant la fonction d'optimisation est difinie ainsi: 

cos~i9.  5 *x & evarnCon/ictfi/~/ * cmt Weightfdistance beîwtien i and jJ 

où chaque dément Je rrrrmCunf7ict représente Ir nombre d't tudiants communs entre les 

examens et où chaque tltment de costlveight reprc'srntr Is coût entre drus examens 

s'ils ont un itudiant en commun. Des variables snsemblistes entit;rcs roomrForE-uam 

sont dithies pour permettre l'allocation des locaux aux examens. De plus. plusieurs 

entiers r6venibles sont utilisis pour permettre une programmation plus aisée et rtticace. 

2. Représentation des contraintes 

La première contrainte CI est représentie par la fonction IlcAIlD#'jf(exarns). Ln 

contrainte C2 est repr6sentée par nunrStudFor~~m(i /  <= *sessionSia$/. tandis que 

les contraintes C3 et C4 doivent satisfaire la condition: 

n u ~ t ~ d ~ e f i ~ 4 1 i 3 a m / ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  roornCapacity[period//roorn/ 

En ce qui concerne la contrainte Cj, le local est divis6 en deux parties que l'on considère 

comme des locaux distincts ne pouvant rire partie du même ensemble. Les contraintes 
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molles C6 à Cl0  doivent Ctre satisfaites durant la stratégie de recherche selon leur 

priorité. Les contraintes CI 1 et C 12 peuvent être satisfaites par l'algorithme d'allocation 

des locaux. 

3. Stratégies de recherche 

Le probltirne de confection d'horaires d'examens comprend deux sous-probkmrs: allouer 

une période à chaque examen sans contlit d'horaire et allouer un ou plusieurs locaux a 

chaque examen. Dans ce projet. nous r&olvons ces drux sous-problèmes en drux phases. 

3.1 Siratigics de rccherchc pour la prcmiirc phase: problème de confection d'horaires 

des sessions d'examen 

Cinq mithodes sont exarninkes pour choisir la prochaine variable: la rntthode stufiqur. 

où la liste des examens est tritic initialement: ka mL;llodu des plus petits domines. qui 

consiste à ~Clsctionner l'examen avec Ic plus petit domaine: la mdthodr akiatoire. où le 

prochain examen est choisi au hasard: la méthode du moindre regret. où l'exarnrn 

sélectionni est celui pour lequel le deuxikme meilleur choix entraine un coiit de 

beaucoup supirieur à celui du meilleur choix; la rnJthode du plus grand nombre du 

con/ri&s, qui Xlrctionnr I'enamen possidant le plus grand nombre de contlits avec les 

examens dkjà fixCs. 

Trois méthodes sont examinCes pour la sélection des valeurs: choisir la periode 

entraînant le plus petit coût avec les examens déjà fixés; choisir la période pour laquelle 
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Ir nombre d'examens non-fixis qui pourraient rentrer en contlit avec l'examen considéré 

est le plus petit; choisir une période aléatoirement. 

3.1 Stntigies de recherche pour la deuxième phase: problème de confection d'horaires 

des locaux d'examen 

Deux rkgles statiques sont utilisees pour sdectionner le prochain examen: choisir le 

prochain examen en fonction de sa taille ou en fonction de la taille de la section. 

rrois rc'gles sont exarninkts pour Iû silection des valeurs: la mithode de la plus grande 

valeur et1 premier. selon laquelle le plus grand local ou les plus grands locaux doivent 

Are allouth imrnidiaternent à I'rxamrn considiri: la mahode du premier ajustement. 

qui ne fixe pas l'examen considiri immidiaiement du premier coup mais r6sout plutd It: 

problime paniellemrnt à chaque fois que l'examen est sélectionni: la m&ode du 

milleur ajustement. où un ensemble des locaux les mieux ajustgs sont a1loui.s h 

l'examen considkrti. 

4. Réduction de Ivesprce de recherche 

Trois fonctions de coût sont Cvaluies pour I'ordo~ancement des piriodes: les deux 

premikrrs utilisent les mime principes que les deux premieres mithodes de silection des 

valeurs de la section 3.1. tandis que la troisième. plus complexe. alloue chaque période 

disponible 3 l'examen pour trouver une solution réalisable en accord avec la stratigie de 

recherche. Elle trie ensuite les périodes en ordre croissant du coût de ces solutions. Une 
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fois ordomies, on ne considérera qu'une certaine tranche initiale de ces périodes afin de 

réduire l'espace de recherche. 

5. Algorithme de contrôle de la recherche 

Trois algorithmes sont utilisés pour diriger la recherche: la recherche en profondeur 

d'abord explore en premier les derniers noeuds générks: la recherche a discordance 

limitée divise l'arbre de recherche en bandes selon le nombre de discordances et les 

explore une à une; la recherche à discordance limitie selon la profondeur progressive. 

une variante de la prkidrnte. divise l'arbre de recherche en strates. 

1. Résultats du problème de conftxtion d'horaires des sessions d'examen 

I . l  Cornpanisons des diErentes mithodes de sélection des variables 

Cinq implantations ont Ctk construites. Toutes utilisent la mtme regle de sdection des 

valeurs: choisir la ptiriode qui engendre le plus petit coût avec Irs esamrns ti.uCs. Les 

mithodes de sélection des variables dicrites a la section 3.1 sont utilisies pour chaque 

implantation. La première adopte la règle du plus grand nombre de conflits. la deuxième 

celle du plus petit domaine. la troisikmc: celle du moindre regret. la quatritirne la regle 

statique et la cinquikme ordonne la liste alçatoirement. 

La première implantation obtient la premiére meilleure solution après 56 secondes. sans 

échec. Dans cette solution, il y a respectivement 86 et 1783 étudiants qui se retrouvent 
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avec deux examens la même journée ou durant des journées consécutives. La de~~uierne 

implantation prend environ 44 secondes; ces résultats sont infirieurs à la premiere mais 

demeurent au même niveau que sont actuellement utilisés par Polytechnique. La 

troisième implantation prend environ -180 secondes. et permet d'obtenir des résultats 

équivalents à ceux de la premitre. La quatritirne nkessite environ 50 secondes et un 

Çchec. avec des résultats iquivalrnts a ceux de Iü deuxiéme. Finalement. les résultats et 

la durée de traitement de la cinquième implantation sont médiocres. 

1.2 Comparaisons des diffirtintes méthodes de silection des valeurs 

Trois implantations ont et6 construites: toutes utilisent la mSme r2yle cfc. stilr.ction des 

variables. celle du plus grand nombre de conflits. Les mi-thodrs de sdection des ~aleurs 

dicrites à la section 3.1 sont utilis&x La premiirr irouw une premikrr solution aprks 

0.3 secondes: ces rtisultats sont d'une qualit6 comparable a ceux de l'École Polytechnique. 

La druxiiimc nticessite 0.35 secondes; ces résultats sont infirieurs La troisihe prend 

0.3 secondes. mais ces risultats sont encore moins intiressants. 

1.3 RCduction de l'espace de recherche et algorithmes de contrôle de la recherche 

Trois implantations ont C t i  construites selon les fonctions décrites a la section 4; Ies 

résultats de la troisiime sont les rncillcurs. II apparait que chacune des trois stndgies de 

contrôle de la recherche permet de trouver la meilleure solution. mais 13 stratégie de 

recherche à discordance limitie prend Ir moins de temps. 
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2. Résultats du problème de confection d'horaires des locaux d'examen 

Deux alternatives se présentent pour allouer les locaux aux examens: considérer chaque 

examen de façon entière ou plutôt considérer la section comme unité de base. 

2.1 Comparaisons des ditTerentes mithodes de silection des valeurs 

La premiere alternative est adoptée. La sélection des variables consiste a toujours choisir 

l'examen le plus important en premier. Trois implantations sont construites: elles 

utilisent respectivement la méthode de la plus grande valeur en premier, la méthode du 

premier ajustement et la méthode du meilleur ajustement. Les risultats montrent qu'en ce 

qui concerne I'utilisation des locaux la riigle du meilleur ajustement est la meilleure. 

suivie du premier ajustement et de la plus grande valeur en premier. Le niveau moyen 

d'utilisation des salles est respectivement de 96.6%. 90.4% et 76.6%. En ce qui concerne 

l'utilisation du plus petit nombre dc salles. la rkglr: du premier ajustement est la meilleure. 

2.2 Ordonnancement des locaux selon la section 

L'ttapct dementairi: consiste 1 choisir un examen. essayer d'allouer une section par local 

puis. si ce n'est pas possible. essayer d'allouer une moititi de la section dans un local et 

l'autre moitié dans un autre local. et ainsi de suite. Deux implantations ont CtC construites. 

Elles utilisent la mtmr règle de sélection des valeurs. la règle du meilleur ajustement. 

mais dift2rent par la règle de sélection des variables. l'une utilisant la règle du plus grand 

rxarnen et l'autre de la plus grande section. Les résultats montrent qu'en terme de 

I'utilisation des locaux. la premikrt: regle est légèrement suptirisure. Mais si nous 
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considérons que de nombreuses sections sont séparées dans plusirurs locaux diffkrents, 

la deuxième règle devient préférable. 

V. CONCLUSION 

1. Contributions 

Nous avons divis5 le problème en deux sous-problèmes. ce qui a permis une résolution 

en deux phases. Pour chaque sous-problème nous avons d6veloppé plusieurs stntigies 

de recherche. Diffirentes techniques furent utilisées pour riduire la taille de i'espücr dr 

recherche et différents algorithmes de contrôle pour améliorer la performance. Toutes Irs 

contraintes dures furent satisfaites dans chaque algorithme. tandis que Iris contraintes 

molles avec Irs plus hautes priorités furent satisfaites avant celle de plus büssc priorit6. 

Chaque implantation est en mesure d'effrctuer automatiquement l'allocation des locaux. 

Les contraintrs. comme par exemple les contraintes de prksiance. peuvcnt thcilement 

itre ajouttirs à l'application durant I'exécution en les lisant dans un fichier texte. Les 

résultats de notre titude prouvent que la programmation par contraintes est tris puissante 

en ce qui concerne le probltime de confection d'horaires d'examens. 

2. Discussion et travaux futurs 

La sélection des variables joue un rôle ires important dans la recherche d'une meilleure 

solution. Dans ce projet plusieurs règles de sélection fiuent étudiis. mais toutes ne 

considtiraient que l'impact des examens déjà fixés. Idéalement, il devrait être possible de 

considérer à la fois l'impact sur les examens fixés et non-fixés lors de la sélection du 
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prochain examen. Notre méthode de tri de la liste des périodes disponibles est coûteuse: 

le développement d'une méthode plus simple et e ilicace permettrait de réduire l'espace 

de recherche rapidement et donc de diminuer le temps d'exécution. Les stradgies 

d'allocation des locaux utilisées dans ce projet sont relativement simples: nous tentons 

simplement de trouver une première solution. I l  est possible de dCfinir une fonction de 

coût associée avec chaque solution pour ainsi permettre de trouver une solution optimale. 

Finalement. nous poumons ajouter certaines options de visualisation j. l'application. 

comme par exemple une interface graphique permettant à l'usager d'ajouter ou de retirer 

certaines contraintes. de sélectionner le nombre masimum de discordances et Iti limite de 

temps. etc. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTiON 

1.1 Motivation 

The range of pnctical timetabling problems is widr. Teachers and lecturen have to 

arrange classes or examinations; hospital managers have to devise staff rotas; transport 

planners have to devise bus and train schedules; distribution managers have to fix 

drlivery routes and schedules; and so on. The problems are very difficult to be solved 

and are classified as NP-hard problems. Sometirnrs the problems are taclilrd by hand. it 

is really a painful task. Cornputers are the ideal tools for solving timetablinp problems. 

but it is still difficult to find the right algorithm for the particular problem. 

The difticulties of a typical tirnetabling problem arise from its large scale. the great 

numbcr of contndictory requircments. constnints and criteria of assignments' quality. .A 

lot of efforts have bern spent on the subject. ûnd hundreds of research papcrs have been 

published. But in spitr of numrrous attttmpts to solve thrm. the timetabling problerns 

still present a challenge for Opentions Rrsearch and Computer Science. 

The examination scheduling problcm is a special case of timetabling problems. [t is 

becoming an important operations management problem in schools and universitirs. At 

the end of each trrm or year, most educational institutions mu t  schedule a set of 

examinations. With the expansion of the size of the problem and with the increase of 
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more complicated constraints, the problem becomes even more difficult and much effort 

needs to be put into it. 

The most usual methods to solve this kind of problem are inhented from Operations 

Research such as graph colorhg and mathematical progrming, from genetic 

algoriihms or from local search procedures such as simulated annealing and tabu srarch. 

These well-known methods are used widely and have given good results. But still these 

methods have their inherent disadvantagr, i.e., it is difficult to find a modcl that c m  

include al1 the constraints. 

Constnints have emerged as the bais of a representational and cornputational puadiym 

that dnws from many disciplines and c m  be brought to b a r  on many problem domains. 

The tirnetabling problem cm be eltgantly formalized as a constraint satisfaction problem 

and implemented by means of constraint solving techniques. 

Recentl y, Constnint Programming (C P) has become an interesting approach for solving 

tirnetabhg problerns. It takes the advantages of both of Constnint Solving and Logic 

Progrmming and makes CP prograrns both expressive and flexible. and in some cases. 

more efficient than other kinds of programs. I t  has alrrady beèn proven that CF is 

successful in tackling many combinatorial optimization problems such as pianning, 

assignment, resource allocation, scheduling, placement, and configuration. In fact, CP is 
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very usehl for building applications where no general algorithm is available and where 

changes may frequently arise. 

To solve its exarnination scheduling problem, École Polytechnique de Montréal uxs a 

computer program developed about 15 years ago. With the expansion of the school's 

student enrollment and steady growth in the number of courses offered in each semester 

and with the increase of more complicated constnints. it may not be suitable for dealing 

with the problem anymore. And also its program does not allocate the rooms for the 

examinations. 

In this projrct. the Constnint Progmminp method will be usrd to genzrate new 

exarnination tirnetable for École Polytechnique de Montréal. including room allocation. 

1.2 Research Goals 

The primary aim of this master thesis is to look For a bctter algorithm to solve the 

problem for École Polytechnique de Montréal. The algorithm should satis& the 

following requirements: 

The solution must satisQ al1 hard constnints. 

The solution should satisfi sofi constraints as much as possible. 

a The algonthm should find solutions better than those from École Polytechnique. 
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6 The algorithm should be efficient, that is, it should tkd better solutions within 

the time limit. 

The algorithm should assign rooms for each examination. 

Ad hoc constnints should be easily added to the application. 

1.3 Tbesis Orgaaization 

Following this chapter, chapter 2 providrs an ovewiew of timctabling problcms. 

including two parts: definition and classification of timetabling problems in cducation: 

different kinds of methods to solvc the problem. Chapter 3 describes the examination 

scheduling problem: the objective and the common constraints (both hard and soh 

constraints) of the problem. It also describes the requirements of École Polytechnique de 

Montrial. Chapter 4 gives a review of constraint programming. It introduces the ways to 

solve the constnint satisfaction problem: shows how to propagate the constraints: how 

to select value and variable durhg the scarch for the solution: how to solvr the problem 

in the way of constnint prograrnming. It also gives a brief introduction to the constraint 

programrning language: ILOG SOLVER. In chapter 5. the model of the problem is 

established, and ditfrrent search strategies are introduced. Combining differcnt value and 

variable ordering methods together, several different implementations cm bc: constructed. 

Chapter 6 shows the experimental results of the different algorithms. It also has some 

discussions and cornparisons among the algorithms. Conclusions From this project and 
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future work are presented in Chapter 7. An example of the solution is show in the 

Appendix. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE TIMETABLINC PROBLEM 

Various scheduling problems in education including construction of lecture and exam 

tirnetables. and courx and classroom scheduling are among the most dificult in 

educational planning. Usually the timetabling problems vary among univenitics 

depnding on their specific requirements and conditions. Therefore different timetabling 

systems are applird to the different institutions. 

Gcneml timetabling problems in education cm be dcfined as the schrduling of a set of 

lectures attended by a specific group of students and givrn by certain trachcn oïér a 

preset period of time. using certain resourccs and satis@ing a certain set of constraints. 

In hct. timetabling in an educational srtting cover a wide range of scheduling problrms. 

They c m  br classified as follows[ 1 1: 

1. Faculty Timetablitig: There exists a set of instructors and a set of courses. The 

problem is to match courses and the instnictors under sprcifird conditions. 

2. Class-Teacher Timetabling: This problem involves a set of classes and a set of 

teachers. Each class has a set of students who will take the s ~ m e  courses togethcr. 

Each single lesson required by the class must be assigned to the time period in such 
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a way that no teacher and no class should have two or more lessons at the same 

time. 

Course timetabling: A set of students is given and for each student the set of lectures 

that he/she must attend is defined. The lectures must be scheduled to tirne periods in 

such a way that no student c m  have more thm one lecture at the sarne time. In fact. 

the objective of course scheduling is to minirnize the total number of contlicts 

(number of students who have more than one lecture at the same time). If a practical 

course timetabling problem requires a conflict-frcr schedule in unifonn time 

periods. it is equivalent to an examination timetabling problern. 

Examination Timetabling: A set of studrnts and a set of examinations are given. 

Each rxarnination must be assigned to a tirne period so that no studcnt should attend 

two or more examinations simultaneously. 

Classroorn Scheduling: Each lecture or rxarnination must talie place in a classroom. 

On the one side. no classroom should br used by di tkrrnt lectures at the smr time. 

on the other side. several examinations may be scheduled to the same classroom 

sirnultaneously, or one examination cm be scheduleci tto several difirent 

classrooms. 

These problems are not independent and usually the); are considered topther. For 

example, when scheduling exarninations. one should consider classroom scheduling and 

Faculty timrtabling problems simultaneously, otherwisr the examination can't really 

happen because rather there is no classroorn or no invigilaior for it. 
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Besides the above conditions for each timetabling problem. there also exists different 

general and specific requirernents that must or should be satisfied. For example, the 

institution may preassign some lessons to specified time periods according to the 

requirements deteminrd for teachers. classes, subjects, classmoms, etc. These 

requirernents c m  be divided into necessary and desinble ones. They can Vary from one 

institution to anotlr .  When the timetabling problem is formulated as a Mathematical 

Prograrnming pmblern. the necessary conditions determine the set of feasiblr solutions, 

and desinble conditions determine the optimality criteria. 

Sincr the tïfiirs. many efforts have been devoted to timetabling problrms[2.3]. and 

k c a w  of its variety and its complexity[.l.j]. the timetabling problem continues to be 

siudird nowadays. In this section. several approachrs or methods used to solve this 

problem are presented. Wr wiil conçrniratr on those approaches relevant to examination 

timetabling problems. 

2.2.1 OR approaches 

Opentions Research (OR) approach for solving hard combinatorid optimization 

problems was the one used for a long timc. It is based on a mathematical representation 

of the problems that are usually modeled as integer linear progms. 
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2.2.1.1 Graplr Colorhg 

It is well known that finding a conflict-free timetable without side constraints is a graph 

coloring problem[3]. A graph of a timetabling problem that should schedule a set of 

lectures over p periods cm be constructed as fullows: 

i. Each course or examination is represented by a vertex (if a course has sevrral 

lectures, then each lecture should be represented by a vertex. thus examination 

gnphs will be genetally smaller in size than course scheduling gnphs). 

i i .  Two vertices are connected by an edgr if the associated courses have at lrast one 

student or teachrr in cornmon, which means they can't br scheduled to the same 

period. 

The question is: can the vertices of the gnph be colored using a set of p colors (availablr 

prriods) so that no two vcnices connected to rach other have the sarne color? A closely 

relatrd problem is: what is the minimum nurnber of colors ( x )  necessary to color the 

vertices oc the pnph without conflict'? It is known that the problem is NP-complets whsn 

p 2 3 .  

However practical timetabling problems di f k r  fom graph colorhg problems when sidr 

(or secondq) constraints are considered. for example: room capacity constraints. pre- 

assignments. exclusions (certain courses are excluded from some particular periods). etc. 

According to Grimmett and McDiarmid[6], if p is much greater than ?y, then it is easy to 

find a contlic t- free timetable, thus there is likely to be considerable flesibili ty in 

acconunodating secondary constraints. But ifp is close to X ,  then it will br dificuit to 
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find a conflict-free timetable, thus secondary constraints are likeiy violated in ordrr to 

satisfy the prirnary objective (finding a conflict-free timetable). 

Usually, most algorithms use a list processing scheme to solve the underlying ynph 

coloring problem: first courses are sarted according to some criterion. and then they are 

sequentially assigned to periods without creating conflict[2.7.8,9]. 

2.21.1.1 Se quentiul Methods[l O] 

In sequential rnethods. courses that are chosen using sornr sequencing stratrgies are 

assigned to a specific period one at a time. The meihods typically rmploy a two phasr: 

approüch: a construction phase produces an initial timetable and an improwment phasr 

makes modi tïcations. 

Thertt exist several xquencing stntegies that c m  be used for the construction phase[ II]:  

1. Largest degree (LD): largest number of conflicting courses tirs[. ix.. courses that 

conflict with many other courses should be scheduled rarly. The rationale is that 

thrse courses are hard to schedule and thus they should be assignrd first. 

2. Saturation drgree (SD): nurnber of periods in contlict (smallest-domain first). The 

next selected course should be the one that has the fewest number of feasible 

availablr periods remaining. The nile is based on the assumption that courses with 

srnall domain are dificult to schedule. It is a dynmic selection rule and ties c m  be 

broken using some d e s ,  i.e., largest degree. 
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3. Largest enrollment (LE): The next selected course should be the one that has the 

largest number of students. The reason is that courses with large e~ollrnent usually 

create more conflicts with other courses and thus are hard to schedule. 

4. Largest weighted degree (LWD): The next selected course should be the one that has 

the largest number of students in contlict with other courses. It can be thought of as a 

combination of rules 1 and 3. 

5. Random ordering: select the next course in nndom order. 

6. User defined priority groups: select high priority courses tirst. 

Beside the differcnt sequential stntegies. thcre also esist ditTerent wüys to çhoose a 

period for the selçcted course. i.e.. choose the carlicst I'ertsible prriod for the course in 

order to minimizr the total number of periods required. or select the best kasiblc. period 

for the course according to a mrasurr of the objectives. 

In the examination timetabling system EXAMME [ I 1.12 1. the authors use sequenciny 

strategies 1-5 as user selected options. They point out that some stratrgies work bettcr on 

some problems. In general, the saturation degrer soning mle is the most robust. 

Usually the improvement phase involves using somr rulrs to move courses to better 

periods or make some interchanges arnong courses so that the tinal solution c m  be 

improved[ 1 11. 



2.2.1.1.2 Cluster iLfethods[l O] 

In these methods. the examinations are first divided into different sets (cluster phase), 

each of which contains only compatible rxaminations (contlict-free group). i.e.. each set 

cm feasibly k assignrd to period without conflicts. Then these sets (clusters) are 

scheduled into specitic priods to minimizt: some objectives or satis@ some constraints. 

There exist a variety of approachcs for the cluster phase[7.13.14.lj]. For exarnple[l3], 

select the next examination from the examination list. which is soned either in asccnding 

or descrnding order of number of çonllicts a ith ail other exarninations and thrn the 

selected exaniination is added to a set with which it has no conflicts and hiis the largest 

number of contlicting examinations in comrnon. In [ I - i .  161. there are û fixrd number of 

blocks for al1 exarninations. First the examination list is sorted by the degrce tirnrs the 

nurnber of student contlicts with ail other examinations. then examinations are selected 

one by one from the list and schcdulcd to the tirst availablr contlict-frer block. ix.. with 

no instructor contlict and sutXcicnt room capacity. If ihrrt. is no conilict-free block. the 

examination is assigned to the block with the minimum number of contlicts. Finally. 

employ simple interchange rules to reduce the number of contlicts. D. Johnson [71 sons 

the exmination list according to a linear combination of two criteria: the size of the 

examination and the number of contlicts with other rxaminations. By varyiny the 

relative weights, a wide variety of ditkrent conflict-free groups and thus different 

tirnetables cm be produced. J. Fisher and D. Shier [15] use the original course tirnetable 

to constnict contkt-free groups. 



For the second (sequencing) phase. there also exisi several methods. The simplest 

approach uses the objective of trying to minimize the number of students who have 

consecutive exarninations. This pro blem cm be modeled as a Traveling Salesman 

Problem(TSP) whrre each cluster represents a city. the distance between each pair of 

clusters is equal to the number of students who rnust attend an examination in both 

clusters. Thus finding a minimum distance tour that visits each cluster only once is 

quivalent to tinding a sequencc for the yroups with the minimizrd objective. Thcre are 

srvrnl ways to solve the TSP. for example. a simple painvise interchange heuristic[l51. 

dividing the groups into compaiible pairs and solving i i  as a minimum weighted 

matching problrm[l6l. using network mode1 with a Laynngian penalty(l7l. ho the t  

approach is thût the group sequcncing problem a n  be modeled as a Quadratic 

Assignrnent Probkm (QAP) wheri: the objective is to minimize the number of studrnts 

who have two examinations in üny x consecutive periods[l-l]. 

The advantape of the clustrr approach is that more sophisticated ophization techniques 

can be used on the period sequencing problem because examinaiions rire fint dividcd 

into low contlict group, and thus the size of the sequencing problem is reduced. 

However, since the sevch space is drastically reduced and simple heuristics are usually 

used to dividr the examinations into compatible groups, the potrntial quality of final 

solution must be atTected. 
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2.2.1.2 Network j lo  w problemr 

As mentioned above, graph colonng problems are different from practical timetabling 

problem when side constrainis (requirements) are considered and it is not enough to take 

into account more complicated requirements. To make the lessons' distribution more 

uniform. network flow optimization[3,18] is usrd. In this case. the problem is 

represented as a directed graph, and each arc comecting two vertices receives a lowr  

and an upper bound that will change dunng the resolution of the problem. By solving 

mm-tlow problems. we can obtain some solutions that c m  detine natunl drcomposition 

of the problrm to periods. 

This mrthod is interesting because therr: are many well-known efficient algorithms for 

solving the timetabling problem. Howevrr. when solving a timetübling problem ovsr 

srveral periods we must find a tlow for rach period. It is still an NP-cornpletc problem. 

Also this method can't includr al1 types of constraints. ix.. prtxedrnce requircments. 

2.2.1.3 h4athrmutical programming 

In order to takake into account the most difîicult requirements. rimetabling is oftrn rcduced 

to some genenl integer mathematical programming problcrn[3.191. In general i t  is an 

NP-complete problem. The main problrm in this case is the size of the problem. i-r., the 

number of data and constraints. In order to reduce the problem six.  it is possible to 

redefine the variables by grouping students, rooms or lectures and then use some 

relaxation methods[î-O]. 



Genetic algorithms (GA) were developed by John Holland and his students as artificial 

adaptive systems that simulate natural evoIution[2l]. One kature of GA is that it c m  

search very large spaces effectively and etlkiently, thus they are used to deal with 

inherently intractable problems, i.e., NP-complete problcms. 

GA constitutes a class of itcntive optimization algorithms. The idea is to propagate a 

population of possible solutions such that an optimal or at lcast very good solution can 

grow in the process. GA explores the search space from many diffcrcnt points 

simultaneously. It  siarts wiih a xt of initial solutions called population. and producrs 

new generations itentively in the following way: 

Select randomly two parent solutions from the present population. 

Apply evolutionary production opentors to grnerate nrw solutions in the search 

space. In this way a set ofoffspring is producrd. 

Eliminate thox individuums with low fitnrss h m  the neu population by a 

reduction operator. Thus only good solutions are kept in the new grneration. 

The initial populations can tx producrd in many ways. i.e.. prnerating a solution 

randomly or using special initial algorithms. There are many dittirent evolutionary 

production operators for producing children. i.e., using a vector to represrnt an 

examination tirnetable, the j-th entry of the vector indicates which penod the 
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examination is assigned to. Two new children solutions cm be produced by combining 

two different parents solutions, which are split into two parts randomly[31]. or using a 

mutation operator where individual genes are randornly selected to be nndomly 

moved[23], etc. A lot of fitness functions have k e n  used to eliminate bad solutions, and 

it can include different criteria: the length of the tirnetable; the number of confiicts; the 

spare capacity in each of the rooms; the number of examinations in a day for a studrnt; 

two consecutive exarninations; spreading exarninations out for students[22.23.21]. etc. 

GA can have good rrsults and find efficient solutions. klowever. ail panmeters must be 

determined through rxperimentation. Funhcrmorc it can't guarantce the convergence of 

solutions. 

2.2.3 Simulnted Annealing 

Simulated anncaling is analogous to the annealing of materials to produçr sound low 

rnergy States. It was drvelopcd by Kirkpatnck and colleagues[35] and was used as an 

approach to optimization. The basic concept is that one tries to tïnd a feasible solution 

Fairly quickly, and then randomly and iteratively selecting a nrighborhood solution. If the 

new solution is a better one, then it is accepted; a worse solution may br accepted with 

some probability. Initially the probability is high. a worsr solution is more likely to be 

accepted. leading possibly to escape from local optima. As the process continues, the 

probability is slowly lowered, thus only better solutions are accepted. After fmding local 
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minimum solutions, the probability can be increased again, and the procedure is repeated 

until a new local minimum is discovered. When some stopping critena is met. the best 

solution is reported. 

The success of simulated annealing depends on the starting probability, the initial 

solution. the refining heuristic and the cooling schedule (the rate of probability 

decrease). There are several timetabling works using simulated annealing thai obtain 

some good solutions: Thompson & Dowsland[26,27] use the method to solvc: the 

examination timctabling problern for Swansea University. Abrarnson[l8 1 applies i t to 

solve the class-teacher timetabling problem. Davis & Ritter[Z9] use it to solvc the 

student scheduling problrm; etc. 

Tabu search [30.3 1 1 is an eflective local search method that moves step by strp from one 

initial solution towards an opiimal or near-optimal solution. It is similar to simulated 

annealing in the sense that neighborhood moves are used to move out of a local 

optimum. The basic strp is to move from the current solution to the brst solution. rwn  if 

the solution is worse. In order to avoid cycling, a tabu list is maintained. which contain 

the solutions that have bern visited before. and the algorithm is forced to look rlsewhere. 

In this manner. the algorithm looks for the best improving move without going back to a 

tabu move. Usually the search stops after a maximum number of iterations and the best 

solution visited is chosen. 



Tabu search has k e n  used to solve timetabling problems in educational institutions. It 

has been applied to both course and examination timetabling problems by Henz[32 1. It 

has been used to the solve exmination timetabling problem at the University of 

Technology of Compiègne in France[33], which invoives up to 130 examinations in 20 

periods. It has also been applied to the class-tcacher timeiabling problrm[34,351. 

2.2.5 Constraint Based Approaches 

In recent y r s  a new paradigm. Constraint Programrning (CP). has bern sucçessfully 

used for solving hard combinatorial optimization problrms such as scheduling. planning. 

sequrncing and assigrnent problems[36.371. Most of the çonstr~ini programminy 

literature models a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) as a set of variables with a 

h i t e  domain and a set of constnints, each variable must be iissipned to o value so that a 

number of constnints can be satistied. Most of the tirnetabling requirrmenrs can bc 

translated into constraints. Typically these systems are solvrrs that implement porvcrful 

filtering algorithm and use backtncking to find a feasible solution. 

Nuijten. K u ~ e n ,  Aarts and Dignum[38] use a genenl constnint satisfaction technique 

to solve the examination timetabling problern (CSP) at the Eindoven University of 

Technology. The problem is fairly small with 275 exarninations. 7000 studrnts and 33 

examination periods over three weeks. They use a random selection algorithm to choose 

an examination and assign it to the first feasible period, and so on. If no feasible solution 
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is found, they try backtracking. David[39] develops an incornplete algorithm based on 

the CSP model 10 generate examination timetables at the École des Mines de Nantes. 

The timetable of a day must be genented in the moming, and at most there are IO5 

examinations per day. The algorithm uses local repair techniques rather than an 

exhaustive search method to find feasibk solutions because therc is a strong constnint: 

the computing time must be less than 1 minute. 

CP has ken usrd to solve educational tirnrtabling problems recently 

[4 1.J2,43,44.JS.46.47,48]. For example, Boizumault. Delon & PCridy[-I I genrratr 

examination timetables fur I'Uniwrsitti Catholique de l'Ouest in Angers. France. They 

test the model on the 208 examinations that produce 2600 çonstraints and the real 

problem is solved within one minute of CPU timc. Leong[-lî] solvtls the examination 

timetabling problem at the National University of Singapore. the s i x  of the problem 

fairly large with over 1000 examinations involved. Fahnon & Dollansky[-I3] solve the 

teacher assignmctnt problem. Cheng. Kang. Leung 8: White[.l-l] solve thzir timetabling 

problem within 25 minutes using a 33 bltk - 80486 machine. The s i x  of the problem is 

large: there are 2 147 course entries with 155 pn-assignments and 167 classrooms whosr 

size ranged from 4 to 471. Comparing with the manual system they used now, the rate of 

seating usage is increased from about 65% to about 80% and the large mounis of wvork 

required by the mmual timetabling process can be greatly reduced. 



CHAPTER 3 

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLLCM 

Examination scheduling is a di fficult combinatorial problem. In its simplest fonn, the 

problem is to assign a set of cxaminations to a tixed number of potrntial tirne penods so 

thrit no studcnt can take more than one examination at the sarne tirne. However, 

additional and specific constraints must bc taken into account: room capacities. 

consecutive and nonconsecutive sxaminations, pre-assignrncnts etc. Some of the 

constraints arc hard while others are soft. i.e.. some constraints must always hold in an): 

situation whilti others may bt: relaxrd. if necessary. in ordrr to cast the schedule. In 

particular. automatic building of examination tirnetables is difficult becausr of the 

divrrsity of the constraints that must bct taken into account. 

Usually examination scheduling problrms differ from one university to anothcr. in other 

words. the constraints involved in examination scheduling are different. i-lowever it is 

grnenlly accepted that the following two constnints are fundamental to any 

examination scheduling problcm[2][19 1 : 

1 . No student cm take part in more than one examination at m y  one timr. 
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2. A room cm only hold as many students (examinations) as its capacity (the 

total num ber of available desk-seat pair). 

In practicc, as described by Carter and Laporte[lOj, there also exist sevenl common side 

constraints as t'ollows: 

1. Some cxaminations rnay be required to take place at the same time. (e.g.. some 

similar examinations for different programs may have some same questions). 

2. Some rxaminations may be required to take place before or after somr other 

exami iiations( precrdence constnints). 

3. Some examinations may be required to b<: in conxcutive psriods. (r.g.. on1 

examination followrd by written examination). 

4. Somr rxaminations may be required to be on the same day. 

5. Only a subsct of periods is suitable for an examinrition. @y.. an examination cm 

only brt scheduled to an eveniny period because part-tirni: siudents are not 

availablr during a day priod). 

6. An enamination may be preassigned to a room. 

7. There is a lirnit on the total numkr of examinations that can take place at the sarnr 

time (q.. limited by number of invigilators or rooms). 

8. An examination may be required to be in a particular kind of room (e.g.. it requires 

special resources that are only available in that kind of room). 

9. At least two examinations should be scheduled in the same room (r.g.. École 

Polytechnique de Montréal has this requirement). 
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I0.Examinations may be split ovrr several rooms. If only one examiner is available 

for the examination, the rooms should be closed to one another. 

I1.For special students, some special requirernents can be specifird. @.p., 

examination spacing, Iength, location etc.). 

The primary objective of examination scheduling is to find a conflict free timetable 

(satisfying al1 hard constnints), which is to find a feasible tirnetable. The problern can be 

solved using a variety of methods depending on its characteristics (cg.. the size of the 

problern. different constnints. etc.). Clowever, educational institutions usually are not 

only intercsted in finding a feasible timeiable, but also they are more interestrd in 

tinding a good or k s t  kasible timetable (that satisties soft constnints as much as 

possible). That is where the secondary objective cornes from. In the examinaiion 

schcduling problern. there exist wvenl cornmon secondary objectives[ 10 1 as following: 

Minimize the numbcr of occurrences of x csarninations in any y çonsecuiivr 

periods for al1 students. 

For rach studrnt. examinations should be sprrad out as rvrnly as possible. 

Exarninations or some special esaminations (cg.. examinations with a large 

number of students) should br: schedulrd as early as possible (this objective 

conflicts directly with objectives 1 and 2). 

Some examinations may have preference requirements on whcre and when they 

should take place. They should be satisfied as much as possible. 
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5.  Al1 of the available rooms should be used in an efficient way. For example, no 

roorn should be full while other rooms just have few students. 

It should be noticed that these constmints descrikcî above are not required in al1 

examination scheduling problems and are specific to particular educational institutions. 

Therefore, dedicated algorithm must be drveloped to solve different probiems. 

To solve its examination schrduling problem. École Polytechnique de Montréal uses a 

computer program drvelopd about 15 yrars ago. With the expansion of the school's 

studrnt enrollment and steady growth in the number of courses otfered in each srmester. 

and with the increase of more complicated constraints. it may not be suitable for dealing 

with the problern any more. And also its program does not allocate the rooms for the 

exminations. 

As mentioncd in Chapter 2. constnint programming has kcomr an interesting approach 

for solving timetabling problems recently and has already k e n  proved to be successful 

in tacking many combinatonal problems. In this project. we have concentrated on 

genèrating an examination tirnetable for École Polytechnique de Montréal by using 

constraint programming. 

Before describing the problem, several ternis should be drfinrd: 
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1. Session: It is a time slot during which the examinations c m  take place. For 

example, at end of autumn term in École Polytechnique de Montréal. there are 14 

available days for the final examination, and each day has two sessions. that is 

moming session from 9:30 to 12:OO and afternoon session from 13:30 to 16:OO. 

AI1 examinations should be scheduled into these sessions. 

2. Room capacity: It is the total number of available desk-seat pairs of a room. 

Usually the rooms have different capacities. for example, arnong al1 available 

rooms in École Polytechnique de Montréal. the largest room has 129 dessk-seat 

pairs while the smallest room only has 28 desk-scat pairs. When examinarions are 

assigned to the rooms. room capacity should bc considered. cg., the examination 

with a large number of students should bt: scheduled into big rooms etc. 

3.  Session capacity: It is the sum of room capacity of al1 available rooms for the 

session. More Formally. for mch session its capacity cm be expressed as: 

sessioncapacity ] = 1, roomcapaci ty[i] 

where j is the index of session. r.g. the index of the first session is I .  and the 

index of the nth session is n. etc. i is the index of available rooms in session j. 

Usually ditkrtint sessions have differcnt sets of available roorns. When assigning 

examinations to each session. session capacity should be considered. c g ,  the 

session capacity should rxcerd the total number of students attending thesr 

examinations, otherwise there m u t  be some students who do not have seats and 

desks for writing their examinations. 
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When we iiilk about conflict in the field of examination scheduling. usually bvs  mean 

two kinds of conflict. The first one is reîèrenced as time conflict. If two examinations 

having at least one student in common are scheduled to either the sarnr session or to 

overlapping sessions, we say then is a time conflict between them. The second one is 

referenced as room conflict (or room capacity conHict). When we try to assign an 

examination to a small room (relative to the examination), there always exists this kind 

of contlict. We can't put a large examination in a small room as there is not enough 

spacr for all the studrnts. In this project, when we mention contlict. WC mean timr or 

room contlict. 

École Polytechnique de Montréal is not a large university. Every autumn and wintcr 

tem. roughly 200 courses are offered which have final examinations at the end of the 

term. and about 4000 studrnts in various programs who have sslected one or several 

courses must attend final examinations. 

For the autumn 1999 term. the problrm consisted of planning 192 difirent examinations 

in 28 sessions (half-days) during two weeks. The objective was to find a contlict frce 

examination tirnetable while respecting the so ft constraints as much as possi bk. Various 

kinds of requirements have k e n  proposed. we classified these requirernents (constnints) 

into several categories according to their properties, and then divided them into two 

groups: hard constnints and soR constraints as following. 



A set of various constraints ofdifferent types must be satisfied (hard cons~aint): 

O Cl: Examination incompaiibilities: no student cm attend more than one 

examination at the same time. It is based on the assumption that no studrnt can 

finish two or more exarninations during one session. othewise rither the 

exarninations are too simple or the session is too long. 

a C2: Session capacity: the total number ofstudents who can attend examinations at 

the same timr are limited by the session capacity. in other words. it should be 

smaller than the capacity of the session. In our c a x .  there are 14 days and 28 

totally available sessions, evrry session has the same set of available rooms. 

therrfore they have exactly the samr capacity: thcre are 29 dift'rrent rooms whosr 

capacities are between 28 and 119. And in total thrri: are 16 1 1 desli-seai pairs for 

each session, which means at most 161 1 students can write thèir examinations 

simul taneously. - C3: Room availability: sevenl examinations can bc. assignrd to the same room if 

they satisQ the room capacity constraint. The purpox of ihis consimint 

(requirement) is to use the rooms trtliciently. For example. arnong the 191 final 

examinations there are 16 exarninations whose number of studènts is less thm 10. 

On the contrary, as mentioned abovr. even the smallest room can hold a 

maximum of 28 students at the same t h e .  which means hat seveml kinds of 

examination can be scheduled into it simultaneously. Rooms are a limited 

resource and we want to use them efficiently. 
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C4: Examination can be assigned to several differrnt rooms if the total number of 

students of that examination exceeds the capacity of the largest room or even if it 

does not exceed. But if only one examiner is available for the exarnination, the 

rooms should be close to one another. ldeally an examination should takr place in 

one room, but in reality, this is impossible: rooms have limited capacities while 

the examinations may have a large number of students. For example. in École 

Polytechnique de Montréal. the biggrst room for tinal examination can hold only 

129 students at the s m e  time whilr: the lüqest examination has 873 at~endants. 

Obviously we can't put such a large examination in any room. 

CS: At les t  two examinations should bc. schedulcd into thc sarnt' room, for somc 

of the rooms. In our case. this consiraint only applird to a subset of rooms: 2 

rooms exactly. The scats fur ihr. students of dillèrent csarninations should be 

arnnged altematively, q.. al1 scats arc dividcd into several columns. the students 

of one examination taks those columns with odü nunibers while the students of 

other exarnination take those columns with wen numbers. or vice versa. With the 

help of this constraint. the room capacitirs and so the session capacity cm br 

rnlarged, cg.. suppose t h e  is a room with several seais (say 50 seais) that are 

close to cach other. If they are required to hold only one examination. then the 

room capacity will be 25 becausr the students of the samr examination should not 

have seats close to rach othrr. On the contnry. if it c m  take two examinations at 

the same time. then iis capacity will be 50. 
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A set of soft constraints rnay be violated : 

C6: Avoid giving a student two examinations on the same day. Usually. after 

writing an examination. students need some time to rest. If a studeni has IWO 

examinations on the same day, that is two exarninations from 9:30 to 16:OO in our 

case and there is only one and half hour between them. he can't even find time to 

rest. It is not fair to him becaux hr may no( keep his head clear during the 

aAemoon session. Becausr of this reason, we take this constraint more xriously 

than any other soft constnints. 

C7: Avoid giving a student two cxaminations on consecutive days. for the sarne 

rerison as described above, but this soft constraint is not as serious as C 6  since 

students get at lrast one niyht for rest and preparation. 

C8: Examinations should be arranged in the moming sessions. Usually. we think 

that in the moming people havr more energy and havr an active bnin. therrbrr 

the moming sessions are more suitable for exarninations. Coincidentally, this 

constraint is consistent with C6. and it is one convenient way to satisQ C6 (the 

other possible way is to anany the cxaminations into afiemoon session). cg.. in 

the rxtreme situation, if al1 exarninations are scheduled into the moming sessions 

without any conflict, then C6 will be complrtely satisfird. 

C9: Examinations with a large number of students should be scheduled as early as 

possible. This is a convention. and we just do not want to put such examinations 

at the end of examination period. But becaux of the limit of the session capacity 

and the room capacity and also because of the soft constraints C6 and C7, some of 
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such examinations may be scheduled to the late sessions. tg., the sessions that are 

close to the end of examination period. 

CIO: Examinations for each student should be spread over the examination 

p e r d .  In this way, students cm get enough time to rest and to prepare for other 

examinations. 

CI 1 : Try to schedule al1 examinations to early sessions. It is also a convention. 

Usually students want to finish their examination early. Comparing with C9, it is 

cven softrr. It should be noticed that this soh constraint conflicts directly with 

other soft constrüints. cg.. C6. C7, CS and C 10. 

C 12: Examinations in each session should use the available rooms in an efficient 

way. ix.. try to improve the rate of room utility, narnely. no rooms will be full of 

students while other rooms just have few students. 

C 13: The number of students of an exarnination distributed in several rooms 

should be balmced. For exampie. there is an examination with 100 students. and 

two set of rooms: one has two rooms, the size of each room is 50: the other also 

has two rooms. but with the size 10 and 90 respctctively. In the situation. we 

should choose the first set as our solution. 

As we can sre sofi constraints are not independent. on the contnry ihry are relatrd to 

each other, or even more some of them conflict with each other. There always exists a 

trade-ofi among those soft constraints. If some of them are well satisfied, the degree of 



satisfaction for other sofi constraints will decrease. We will see how to handle the 

constraints in the section 3 of chapter 5 .  



CHAPTER 4 

OVERVIEW OF CONSTRAINT PROGRAMMINC 

Recentl y Constraint Programrning(CP) has become an interest ing approach for solving 

timetabling problems[38-481. The problem can be elegantly formalized as a constraint 

satisfaction problem and implemented by means of constnint solving techniques. 

CP is based upon the inteeration of two declmtive paradigms: Constnint Solving and 

Logic Programrning(LP)[JO]. The scheme extends conventional LP by replacing the 

notion of unitiability with that of constnint solvability over an undrrlying constnint 

domain. This combination helps make CP programs both expressive and tlrxible. and in 

some cases. more efficient than other kinds of progms. It has alrcady been proven that 

CP is successful in tackling many combinatorid optimization problerns such as 

planning, assignment. resource allocation. scheduling, placement, and configuration. In 

fact. CP is vrry useful for building applications where no general algorithm is availablr 

and where changes may frequently arisr. 

According to the characteristic of the examination schedul ing problem and based on 

dorementioned research. in this project, rve choose CP method to generate examination 

tirnetable for École Polytechnique de Montréal. 
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This chapter is organized as follows: the first section gives the definition of constraint 

satisfaction problem. The second section introduces constraint programming, includinp 

the schemes to solve CSPs, constraint propagation, search strategies and the CP way to 

solve the problem. The last section gives a b k f  introduction to ILOG SOLVER. 

A constnint is a way of speciQing that a certain relationship must hold ktwren the 

values taken by certain variables. It is not a test because a constnint can be rsploited 

&fore a value has been assigned to a variable. 

A primitive constraint consists of a constnint relation symbol tiom constnint domain 

togethrr with the appropriate number of arguments. i.r.. X > 3. X + Y - Z = 5.  etc. 

A Constraint Satisfaction Problem(CSP) can br detined as: a problem composed of a 

finite set of variables and a set of constnints that c o ~ e c t  these variables together. 

Each variable is associated with its finite domain, and the constraints restrict the values 

that the variables can take sirnultaneously[50]. 

Formaliy, a CSP can be defined in the following way. Assume the existence of s finite 

set I of variables (,Y,.X2, .... X,),  which take their values from their finite domains Di, 
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D2 ,.... D,, respectively, and a set of constnints. A constraint C(.Y,,I. .Y,3 .... .YJ betweçn 

K variables from I is a subset of the Cartesian product D,, x D,, x ..... x DIA. which 

specifies which values of the variables are compatible with each other. In practice. this 

subset does not need to be given explicitly, but c m  be dethed by cquations. inequalities 

or programs whatsoever. A solution to a CSP is an assignmrnt of values to al1 variables. 

which satisfies al1 the constnints[36]. 

4.2.1 Theschemes tosolveCSPs 

Thcre rxist several schèmes to solve CSPs[j l J. The first simplest way is to snumerate 

the possible solutions using Genrratr and Test(GT) algorithm. GT rnrithod ori y inatss 

from the mathematical approach to solving cornbinatorial problems. First. the GT 

algorithm genentrs a valuation. that is, it assigns values to variables. and thcn i t  tests 

whcther this valuation is a solution that should satisS. al1 the constrainis. In this 

paradigrn. each possible valuation is systematically genrnted and tested and the numbcr 

of valuations considered by this method is the size of the Cartesian product of al1 the 

variable domains. As we can see, the GT approach is not very efficient becausr it 

generates many wrong valuations that are rejected in the tatiny phase. The fact is that 

the generator generates the valuation without considenng the conflict. 

The second way is to use û simple backmcking(BT) method. The most common 
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algorithm for perfoming systematic search is backtracking. Backtracking incrementally 

attempts to extend a partial solution toward a complete solution by repeatedly choosing a 

value, consistent with the values in the cwrent partial solution. for another voriablc. 

Backtracking can be seen as an extension of the GT approach. In the BT method. the 

generate and test phase is processed alternatively. Fint variables are instantiated one by 

one (generate phase) and as soon as all the variables relevant to a constninr arc 

instantiated, the validity of the constraint is c hecked (test phax). If any of the constnints 

is violated. backtracking is perforrned to the most recrntly instantiaiod variable whosr 

domain stil l has some available values. Clearly. whenevrr a partial instantiat ion violatrs 

a constnint. backtracking is able to eliminatr a subspace tiom the Cartrsian product of 

al1 variable domains. Therefore, backtracking is strictly bettrr than GT. The hllowing is 

i ts pseudo-code: 

Back-Solve (C : Constraints, D: Domain): 
IF Vars(C) is empty THEN return PartialSatistïable(C) 
ELSE 

c hoose x in VarsIC) 
FOR each value d in D(x) 

let C l  be C withx replaced by d 
IF Partial - Satistiable(C I ) THEN 

IF Back-Solve(C I , D) = TRU E THEN rcium TRUE 
retum FALSE 

Partial-Satisfiable(C: Constraints): 
FOR each primitive constraint c in C 

IF Vars(c) is empty THEN 
IF satisfiable(c) = FALSE THEN return FALSE 



return TRUE 

The BT approach has three major drawbricks: one is thnshing, Le., repeatrd failure due 

to the same rcason. It occurs because the standard BT algorithm does not identiQ the real 

reason of the conîlict. Another dnwback is that it has to perfonn redundant work. 

Finally, the basic BT algorithm still detects the contlict too late, only afier some 

variables are instmtiated. 

A third way is using ~wnsisrrncy recliniqiies thût çan cft'ectively rule out many 

inconsistent labelings at a very early stage. and thus cut short the search for consistent 

labelings. The basic idea is to tind ün equivalent CSP CO the original one with smaller 

domains of variables and the key point is 10 examine one primitive constnint at a timr. 

Thrre are several well-known widcly usrd consistrncy tecliniques. One simplest 

consistency technique is referenced as :Vo& C'on.siswq~ that is used for unary 

constnints. The node represrnts a variable V in the constnint graph. A primitive 

constraint c is  node consistent with dornain D if trither IVars(c)l + I or. if Vars(c) = {x). 

then for each d GD@), {X -B d )  is il solution of c[52) .  Wé say that a CSP is nodc 

consistent if each primitive constnint in it is node consistent. If the domain of V 

contains a value that does not satisfy the unary constraint on V. then the instantiation of 

V to this value will always result in imrnediate failure. The node inconsistency can be 

eliminated by simply removing those values from the domain of each variable V that do 

not satisQ an unary constraint on V. 



The second consistency technique is arc comisteng that is used br binary constraints. 

Each arc represents a constnint between variables represented by the end points of the 

arc. A primitive constraint c is arc consistent with domain D if either IV;us(c)l t 2 or, if 

Vars(c) = {x,y). then for each d, E D(x). there is some d, E Di>) such that (x + d, . y + 

d,) is a solution of c and for each d, E DW), thrre i s  some d, E D(x) such that {X + dx, y 

-t d , )  is a solution of c[52].  Wt: say that a CSP is arc consistent if each primitive 

constraint in it is arc consistent. Clearly. an arc (Vi.Vj) can be made consistent by simply 

deieting thosc values liom the domain of Vi for which there dors not exist 

corresponding values in the domain of D such that the binary constraint between Vi and 

Vj is satistkd. 

Arc and node consistency work wrll for pruning the domains in bin- CSPs. Howevrr. 

they do not work well if the problem contains primitive çonstraints that involve more 

than two variables. How should thex kind of primitive constraints be handled'? 

Intuitively. Hyper-arc consisirncy technique. which is a true generalization of node and 

arc consistency. should be used. Unfortunatrly. detennininp if an arbitnry primitive 

constrahi is Hyper-arc consistent is NP-hard and so is as expensive as determinhg if an 

arbitmy CSP is satisfiable. Instead of Hyper-arc consistency, bolinds consisfrn~y cm be 

uxd. 
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X CSP is arithmetic if each variable in the CSP ranges over a finite domain of integrn 

and the primitive constraints are arïthmctic constraints. An arithmetic primitive 

constraint c is bounds consistent with dornain D if for each variable x ~Vars(c). there is 

an assignment of real nurnbers, say di,d2, .... dk, to the remaining variables in c. say xi. 

x?, ... ~ k .  such that min&,) d, 5 mauD(xj) for each d, and {x -D minD(x), xi + d i .  .... xk 

+ dk)  is a solution of c, where minD(x)/maxD(x) are the minirnum/maximum rlement in 

D(x) respctively. And also there is anothcr assignment of real numkn. say dl ' ,  

dz' ..... d i .  to XI. x?, ...JI, such that minD(x,) a 4' s ~ & X ~ ( X , )  for each dj' and ix + 

rnaxdx). xl -, di' .  .... xk + d i ]  is a solution of ~(521. Ws say that an aithmetic CSP is 

bounds consistent if rach primitive constnint in it is bounds consistent. Since bounds 

consistency only depends on the upper and lower bounds of the domains of the variables. 

only those domains that assign ranges to each variable should bc: considered. 

It should bc: noticed that consistency techniques are rarrly used alone io solvc CSPs 

completrly. Thry are usually used together with search solver. And so. the founh way to 

solve CSP is to embed a consistency algorithm inside a backtracking algorithm. Notice 

that consistency techniques are deterrninistic. as opposed to the search that is non- 

deteministic. Thus the detenninistic computation is prrformed as soon as possible and 

non-detrrministic computation during the search is used only when there is no more 

propagation. 
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The simple backtracking (BT) algorithm described above cm k used as a skeleton. 

Before starting the backtracking solver and afier assigning a value to the variable. some 

consistency techniques are applied to the constraint gnph. Depending on the degree of 

consistency technique we get various constraint satisfaction algoritluns. 

The simple BT cm be seen as a combination of pure GT and a fraction of consistency. 

The BT algorithm tests consistency among already instantiated variables. Because the 

domains of instantiated variables contain just one value. it is possible to check on1 y those 

constraints containing the last instantiated variable. If any domain is reducrd then the 

corresponding constnint is inconsistent and the aigorithm backtracks to a new 

instantiation. The BT algonthrn drtects the inconsistrncy as soon as i t  üppears and. 

therefore. it is far more efficient than the simple GT approach. But it has still to pertorm 

too much search. 

The second algorithm is forward checking which is the rtasiest way to prevent future 

contlicts. Instead of testing consistency among the instantiatrd variables. it checks 

consistency between the current variable and those variables that are not yet instantiated 

(the future variables). M e n  a value is assigned to the current variable. any value in the 

domain of a future variable that conflicts with this assignment is removed tiom the 

dornain. If the domain of a future variable becomes ernpty. thrn the current partial 

solution is inconsistent and the algorithm backtracks to a new instantiation. Clearly. 
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fonvard checking is more search efficient than the simple backtracking because it allows 

branches of the search tree that will lead to failure to be pnined earlier, at the expense of 

extra work at each tree node. Note that whenever a new variable is considtirai, ail 

remaining values in its domain are guaranteed to be consistent with the instmtiated 

variables, so the consistency checking arnong the instantiated variables is no longer 

necessary. 

The third algorithm is a look ahead procedure that checks consistency not only betwen 

the current variable and the future variables but also among the future variables. It c m  be 

seen as an extension of Fonvard chccking. The advancage is that look ahead prunes the 

srarch trec tùrther than forward checking. but again like I'onvard checking. look ahead 

needs to do more work whrn rach assienment is üdded to the current partial solution. 

It should be noticed that more consistcncy checking at rach node will rrsult in a scarch 

irer containing fewer nodes. but the overall cost may be highrr. as the procrssing at each 

node will be more expensive. 

4.2.2 Coostraint propagation 

In constraint programmine the rnost important aspect is constnint propagation. In fact 

constnint propagation is rssentially an itentive algorithm that propagates the domain 

reduction information throughout the constraint network. 



The algorithm used for constraint propagation can be implemented by maintaining a 

queue of variables (the constraint propagation queue). When a constrained variable is 

modified, that variable is put at the end of that queue, if it is not already in the queue. As 

long as there are variables in that queue, the algorithm takes the first variable from the 

queue and processes the variable. 

Whrn a variable is processed. it is tint removed from the propagation queue. Then eac h 

constraint postrd on that variable is examined. For one such constraint. al1 the variables 

on which the constraint is posted are in tum rxamined using consistency techniques 

descrîbed in section 4.2.1: their domains are reduced by removing those values that arc 

inconsistent with the constraint. If some of these variables are moditisd during this 

activity. thry too are put into the queue: the reduction of a variable's domain will tngger 

the examination of al1 constraints involving this variable. which in turn may reducc other 

domains. The algorithm continues as long as there is a variable in the queue to process. 

The algorithm automatically reduces domains as necessary and halts in either of two 

situations: when al1 domains contain values consistent with the constraints. or when 3 

domain becomcs empty, in which case we know that no solution exists. 

h important property of constnint propagation algorithms is that the order in which 

constraints are propagated is unimportant. In other words, the final statr of a constnint 

network is independent of the order of constraint propagation (the domains of al1 
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variables are reduced in the same way). Another propeny is that the problem c m  be 

handled dynamically, that is, constmints can be added dynamically during the search for 

a solution. 

It may not appear obvious that the propagation algorithm ever teminates. The faci is that 

propagation only shnnks domains: values are removed from the domains but never 

added into it. It follows that constraint propagation must terminate simply because thert: 

are finitely many values to be removed. 

The effectiveness and cost of such an algorithm cm be adapted by deciding when a 

particular constraint is wonh triggering. Therc are three types of propagation evrtnt: the 

value event. the range event. and the domain event. A value evrnt on n variable occurs 

whrn there is only a single value left in its domain and so i t  hris bren assignrd that value. 

A range eviint on a variable occurs when one of the bounds of its domain. rither ihr 

minimum or mauirnum. is changed. A domain event on ü variable oççurs anytirnr. a 

value in its domain is removed. 

Because of its incompleteness, simple propagation of constraints to reduce the domains 

of variables will not usually be sufficient to solve the problem completely (i.e.. to 

pmrate a solution). In other words. propagation and reduction may not be snough to 

find a unique solution to the probiem. In such a situation. thrre is still a need for a search 

method to tind a solution. Usually most CP languages provide some basic search 
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algorithms and advanced search Facilities for this purpose. while a devrloper stil l has the 

choice of designing and developing a special search strategy for the problem at hand if 

those standard search strategies are not suitable for it. In any case constraint propagation 

will continue to be usehl in guiding that search. 

4.23 Value and variable ordering 

As descnbed above. a sexch algorithm tries to construct a solution to a CSP by 

sequentially instantiaiing the variables of the problcm. The ordcr in which the variables 

are instantiated and the values are assigned to the variables on büclitracking is known to 

have a potentially profound effect on its cfîïcicncy. Choosing the right order of variables 

and values can noticeably improve the etficiency ofconstraint satisfaction. 

Variable ordering is by Far the most important because i t  san drastically alter the shape 

of the search tree. The ordering may be rithsr a static ordering. in which the order of the 

variables is spcified &fore the srarch begins and is not changed thereafter, or a 

dynamic ordrring in which the choice of next variable to be considrred at m y  point 

depends on the cunent state of the search. The advantage of static ordering is thai it is 

very fast because the order is t k d  &fore the search. On the other hand. it does not use 

any information of the current state during the search. While with dynamic ordrring, it is 

possible to base the choice of the next variable on the information of the current set of 

instantiations, therefore the variable order can Vary from branch to branch in the search 

tree. In reality, dynarnic variable ordering is generally recognized to be more etTective 



than static variable ordering. 

Vwious heunstics have been investigated for selrcting variable ordering. The most 

cornrnon is based on the first-fail principle. which can be explained as: To succerd, try 

first where you are most likely io fail. which means that one should provoke dead-ends 

as early as possible to reduce the xarch effort. The variable with the smallest domain 

and involved in the greatesi number of constraints is favored for instantiation first. Thus 

the order of variable instmtiations is. in gencnl, different from branch to branch, and is 

detmnined dynamically. This method is based on the assumption that any value is 

equally likely to participate in a solution. so ihat the more values there are. the more 

likely it  is that one of thrrn will lx a successfil one. 

Besides the tirst-fail principle. iherr also cxist many other hruristics[j 1. 53 ] Le.. the 

lest  regret principle. the lctast minimal bound tirst principle, etc. Depending on the 

problem, the user can either use thosr wvdl-developed heuristics or develops a heuristic 

himsel f. 

Value ordering cm have substantial impact on the time to tïnd the tirst solution and also 

it can affect the topo log^ of the search trer if the bsst solution should be found. 

However, if all solutions are required or there are no solutions, then the value ordaring is 

indifferent, it only affects which parts of the search tree are first explored and therefore 
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the ordrr in which solutions are found. A different value ordering will rearrange the 

branches rmanating from each node of the search tree. This is an advantage if it ensures 

that a branch that lads  to a solution is searched earlier than branches that lead to death 

ends. For example, if the CSP has a solution, and if a correct value is chosen for each 

variable. thrn a solution c m  be found without any backtncking. So in opposition to the 

first-fail principlc. the most common one is based on succerd first principle: try those 

values tirst that are most likely leading to a solution. Also there are many other heuristics 

for value orderin@ 1. 531. i.r., favoring those values that mawimize the numbrr of 

options available. favoring the value that leads to an casier to solve CSP. etc. 

4.2.4 The features of CP 

With regard to the tlow of control. the constrÿint programming paradigm is inhcrently 

di fferent fiom impirrativc programming Ianguages. In conventional imperaiive 

languages. no matter if the program is deciarative or not. ihere always cxists a fixrid 

schrme that implements a particular algorithm for the program. CP. on the other hand. 

only statrs coristr~ints and thcn asks the solver to find a solution that satisfirs al1 of 

ihem. The search is nther data-driven than prognm-driven. 

A major advantage of CP is that it enables us to use the statemrnt of a problem directly 

to develop a model for that problem. When we design a constnint-baxd model for a 

problern, we simply articulate the constraints themselves and then choose variables with 

values that represent the solution of the problern. Since the model of the problern dcnvrs 
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so directly €rom the problem representation, there is much less chance of error or 

incongruence between the semantics of the problem representation and the semantics of 

the problem solution. 

Besides this, it also has sorne other advantagrs: 

1 .  CP has some search techniques imbedded in it, the user docs not need to concem 

himself with the management of the constnints or with handling tkir  propagation. 

so he/shc can concentrate on the problcm. 

2 .  The constraints of the problem are stated in a naturd way. thry can be undrntood 

rasily. Also CP provides a set of predrtïned constmints that will m a k  the program 

more efticient and easier to be constructed. 

3. Programs c m  be easily modified and ratended. One fundamental design principle 

in CP is that the problem statement and problem resolution are srpantrd from 

each othrr. therefore the user can develop di fferent solving methods tor the samr 

mode1 or vice versa, which will make the application easy to use and mûintain. 

-8.2.5 How to solve the problem by CP 

The conventional method in CP involves the following steps: 

1. Describe the problem, usually in natunl languaye, which is the Tint step to 

undcrstand the problem. Try to describe the details of the problem as rnuch as 

possible. Only afier you really understand the problem, you cm probably design a 



good and correct model for it. 

2. Design a model to represent the problem. Usually, there is more than one way to 

model the problem, you rnay tind several models at the same time. Depending on 

the features of the particular CP language and the size of the problem, one model 

may be more efficient thm the others. 

3. Implement the representation usiny the facilities pprvided by the particular CP 

language. Usually it includcs the following parts: 

*Declare the unknowns in the representation as variables and associate finite 

domains with them. respectivrly. 

acreatr the constnints imposed on those variables. Sometimes redundani 

constraints should br: crcated in order to irnprove the performance of the 

prognm. In most CP(FD) systerns. rach constraint is considrred sçparatrly. rhç 

oniy constraint that is used in combination with others is the variable domain 

itself. It may ofirn hûppen that some information is not cfncodrd in the 

constraints[j.l]. 

*TeII the constraint solver about those constnints. Constnints may be addrd or 

relaxrd dynarnically during the search for a solution. 

4. Let the constraint solver search for the solution. The constraint solver can use 

rither standard search algorithms and îàcilitics imbedded in it or search stniegies 

developed by the user to tkd solutions. 
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Following the method described above, we cm divide a CP program into twvo main 

logical parts: 

1. The fint part is used to establish the model to reprexnt the pmblem. In the model. 

we specie al1 variables, each of which is associated with its finite domain, and 

their intrrpretation. And also we construct constnints that are used to express the 

propenies of the solution in the system. 

2. The second part is used to define and customizr the labcling strategy if the 

standard search algorithms are noi suitable. The labeling stntegy (search stntegy) 

is used to search t'or the solution. This includes both selection of variables to label 

and valus ordering in the selected variable domains. 

ln this project. 1ç.r use the CP languagr [LOG SOLVER as our tooi to solvr the 

examination scheduling problem. Wc: will give a bnef introduction to [LOG SOLVER in 

this section. 

[LOG SOLVER is a commercial package. It is a constnint based object oriented tool. It 

provides the object technotogy to model the relationships md constraints of the problem 

accurately. It allows the user to rnodel one objective function. As the branch and bound 
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search progresses. the program will locate feasible solutions. The system c m  thcn add a 

constraint that only allows solutions with a lower objective function value. 

[LOG SOLVER is a C++ libnry for solving cornbinatorial problrms and providing 

optimal solutions. Based on constraint programming. it c m  also serve as an open 

frmework t i r  intègration of other optirnization technologies, inciuding linear 

programming, local search and user-defined application specific heuristics and gcnetic 

algorithm. Likr C++. ILOG SOLVER is evolving and scalable. 

Just likr most CP languages. [LOG SOLVER provides some basic functions: for 

example. it allorvs coopration between linsar programming and constraint 

programming; it sepantes problem modeling and problem solving; it providrs domain 

reduction tèchnology and constraint-prograrnming search algorithrns for quickly tinding 

solution, it supports user-drfined search strateyirs that incorporate domain expertise tùr 

tindiny better. solutions tàster, etc. 

[LOG SOLVER features a unique architecture consisting of three laytirs: powerful 

modeling, intelligent control. and fast algorithrns. 

The modeling layer provides an intuitive way to mode1 problems. This c m  bè achieved 

by using the following facilities: 
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1. There are various kinds of decision variables, including real, integer, set, logical 

and choice variables. Users can easily find the most suitable variable for the 

problem, i.e.. to solve crew-allocation problem that assigns several crew mrmbctrs 

to a group, the set variable should be used because it can avoid syrnmetries. 

2. ILOG SOLVER provides an extensive set of prede tined constrÿints. inçluding 

linear, non-linear and logical constraints, and some global constraints such as 

IlcAIlDiff, IlcDistnbute, Ilcdequence, etc. These predetined constraints can 

simplify the mode1 and make it clearer, and also thcy hclp to construct the modci 

easily. 

3. It supports user-defincd constraints that can be added simply by cstending the 

provided classes, therefore both predetined and user-detinrd constraints have the 

same format, and can be used in the same manner. 

4. Metaconstnints aliow the user to apply constnints to constnints. 

5 .  It provides an intuitive way to mode1 the constnints and relationships: constraints 

can be weighted and ordered. Constnints can also be added or relavrd dynamically 

during the search for a solution. 

6. It also provides an easy way to express objective hnctions. rither rninimization or 

ma'timization of a cost function. 

The control layer allows the user to define its own search strategy. Fiai of al1 the user 

can choose one or several suitable methods from a wide range of search control 
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algorithm. One is Depth First Search (DFS) that is the standard search procedure. 

During the search, the algorithm expands the most recrntly generated node thsi. The 

second algorithm is Best Fint Search (BFS). It maintains an open list containing the 

fronticr nodes of the tree that have been generited but not yet capandcd. and a closed list 

containing the expanded nodes. Evrry node has an associated cost value. At each cycle. 

an open node of minimum cost is expanded. gencrating al1 of its children. The children 

are evaluated by the cost function. inserted into the open list and the parent node is 

placed on the closed list. The third algorithm is Limited Discrepancy Srarch (LDS). A 

discrepancy can be seen as any bnnch point in a semh tree whrre wr: go against the 

heuristic. LDS cxplores the leaf nodcs in incrcasing order of thci numbcr of discrc.pancies 

taken to reach them. Theri: always exists a trade-off between the nurnber of 

discrepancies and the overhead of expandiny branches h m  these disuepancies. The Iess 

discrepancies it has. the more efficient the algorithm is. Thcrefore it \b i l l  work w e l l  if a 

heuristic only makes a P w  rnistakes during the seürch for a solution. The fourth 

algorithm is Depth Boundrd Discrspançy Search (DDS) ihat is a variation of LDS. I t  

makes the assumption that mistalies are made more l i  kcly nrar the top or the search tree 

than hrther down. For this reason. it does not count the number ofdiscrepncies but the 

depth of the last one. It is more efficient if the search heuristic is ve- good. thüi is. if it 

makes mistakes only in the top of the search tret. The last algorithm is Interleavrd Depth 

First Search (IDFS). Like DDS, it is used to reducr: the cost of heuristic mistakes at the 

top of the search tree. IDFS searches in parallel sevenl subtrees at certain tree levels. It 

traverses depth-first the current subtree until it finds a leaf. If it is a solution, search 
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terminates. Otherwise, the state of the current subtree is recorded so that it cm be 

resumed latrr, and IDFS switches to the earliest parallel level, where it selects another 

subtree and repeats the process. 

Secondly the user has the choice to use one of panmeter-based basic predefined 

s t rate g ies, e .g .. Ilc(;enerate(const Ilc Int VarA rray, IlcChoose IntIndex, IlcclntSeIect) ; 

And if those predetined stntrgies are not suitable. the user cm still cither customize or 

define a new one. The usen can do much more customization in the solution design and 

define their constnints as long as thcy have more knowledye of the problem. In fact. 

with the help of those facilities mentioned above. it is easy to develop complex 

combinations of algorithms. 

Besidris those predetined search strateyirs. the user can choose the potential usrs. r.g.. 

computr one. al1 or the k s t  solution tiom scratch: update an existing solution to include 

new information; check a given solution against the constraints. etc. 

The powerful algorithic layer uses cutting-edge solver and trer search engines to 

dsliver fast. reliable solutions. 1 t applies the most efficient rilgorithrns available for 

information propagation between constnints. And for each predefined constnint it usrs 

state-of-the-art algorithms, for example. flow algorithm for IlcAllDi/f and IlcDistribufe. 

etc. 
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It is well known that real-world operating problems are highly çompiex and ditficult to 

solve. These problems can result in enormous search spaces and be impractical to solve 

with conventional methods. ILOG SOLVER is powerfùl in solving combinatonal 

problems. It provides cuttingsdge optimimtion technology for powenng scheduling, 

sequrncing. timetabling, configuration. dispatching and resource allocation applications 

with logical constnints. According to the report t'rom [LOG Company. it is particularly 

use ful in the fol lowing applications: Telecornrnunications. Transportadon and 

Manufacturing. The interested reader c m  find more information in rekrence [55J and on 

their website: http://~~~+~v.ilog.com. 



CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Constraint prograrnrning languages over finite domain such as [LOG SOLVER or CHlP 

use constraint solving and consistency techniques inherited from CSP. As mentioned in 

chapter 4. CP is very useful for building applications where no general algorithm is 

available and where changes may frequently &se. 

The problrms in Our projecr fit very well with the constraint prograrnming over tinitr 

domains pmdigm. In fact. every examination period can br represented by an intcger 

domain variable ranging over the available periods. The rooms for cach examination can 

be identitird by a set domain variable. Morttover. wc can natunlly express somr of thc 

constnints of our problems using constnints over tinitr domains of [LOG SOLVER. 

This chapter is oryanized as follows: section I gives a bie f  introduction of our 

problems. Section Z presents the mode1 of the problem. Section 3 shows the 

representation of the constnints. Several di fferrnt search strategies will be presented in 

section 4. DitTerent search space reduction methods are introduced in section 5 .  Finally 

different search control algorithms (DFS. DDS and LDS) will be introducrd. 



The École Polytechnique de Montréal is not a large university. Every autumn and uinter 

term. roughly 200 courses are offered that have final examinations at the end of the tenn, 

and about 4000 students in various programs who have selected one or several courses 

must attend final exarninations. 

For autumn tenn 1999, the problem consisted of planning 192 ditTrrent exarninations in 

28 sessions (half-days) during two wrrks (two sessions psr day). Each session has the 

sarne set of available rooms. iherefore they have exactly the same capacity: there are 29 

different rooms whose capacitics are betwtxn 28 and 119. And in total there are 161 1 

dcsk-seat pairs tbr each session. Thc first objective is to tind a conîliçt free examination 

timetable satisfying al1 the hard constnints. The second objective is to find a better 

timetable that satisties soti constriints as much as possible. As mentionrd in chaptrr 3. 

the sofi constraints are related to each other. sorne of them even contlict with each other. 

Thus there always rxists a tradr-otf among thcm. Among al1 of the soft constraints of 

our problcm, constnints C6 and C7 (avoid giving a studcnt two esaminations on the 

same day or on consecutive days) are the most important ones. Wr will construct an 

optimization function to satisfy C6 and C7 as  much as possible. while al1 other soti 

constraints will be considered in xarch stntegitrs. In sections 3 and 4. we will sec how 

to represent and satistjr these constraints. 



We introduce 'numExamT integer domain variables to represent the 192 exarninations: 

Ilclnt VarA rray txumr(manager, numExums, 1,2 *(nurnPeriods - 1)) 

where Ilclnt VarArray is a variable data type that is an integrr type variable in this case. 

It is just like an arny containing several variables of the same type; manager is used to 

handle input and output, memory allocation, and other general services for constrained 

variables. constraints, and goals; and nurnPeriuds is the number of available priods. in 

our case it is 28: the third and founh parameters represent the initial domain range of 

each intrger variable uawi], in our case it is between 1 to 54. Furthemore. the 

dornain of each integer variable exums/i/ will be determined by its relcase and due date. 

The aim is  to h d .  for each domain intrger variable. a prriod that satisties üll of the hard 

constraints. and in the meantimc satisties the soft constnints as much as possible. 

One may ask why. sincr there are only 38 available periods. do you drfine an intrgtrr 

variable arny exam with initial domain sizr 54? The reason is that it is an easy way to 

find out whether or not two contlicting examinations are on the same day or on 

consecutive days. If we only use 38 continuous intepers. say I to 28, to represent the 

domain, it will be dificult to decidc whether the two examinations are on the same day 

or on consecutive days. i.e.. there are three exarninations in session 1. 2 and 3. 

respectively. We can't decide if they belong to the same day only by the distance 

between each pair of them. 
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After declving the integer variable m y  exam, we remove somr values From each 

variable's domain: 

exams/i'. remove Value(4 *n +3) 

and 

m r n ~ / i ' ~  remove Value(4 *n+4) 

where n E [0,13]. Then the size of each variable's domain will be 28. and the values 

remaining in the domain are 1, 2, 5, 6.. . ., Jn+ 1, Jn+?,. . ., 53. 5 4 corresponding to e x h  

available period, where 4n+l represents the moming session and 4n+l rrpresents the 

afiemoon session on the sarne day and n E [0,13]. Thus if the distance betwern two 

examinations is O. they will k on the same penod; if it is 1, they will be on the same 

day: if it is 3. J or 5 .  they will be on consecutive days. According to ihis notation. we 

will de the  costWeight[disfanc4/ in following parts. 

In order to obtain a better timeiablr, we declare an optimization function variable: 

ilcint Var cost(manager, 0, maxCost) 

Where cost is an integer variable whose domain rang is betwern O and m d s t  

(de tined ourselves). And the optimization function is de tined as: 

cost=Um S*x & exurnContict/i/~/ * cost Weight/distance between examinations i and j/ 

where eramlonfict is a twodimensional integer arny ( 192x 192) and cach element of it 

txarnCon/lct/i/~/ represents the number of students in common. namely conflicts, 

between examinations i and j, and it cm be derîved fiom the data given by the 

univenity; costweight is a one dimensional integer array containhg 55 elements (2 
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(numperiods- 1 )+ 1 ) and each element of it cosfWeight[distance betwern examinations i 

und j/ represents the cost between examinations i and j if they have one studrnt in 

common. The value for each element of costweight is defined experimentally. Le.. 

costWeight[O] = m, costWeight[l] = 32. costWeight[31 = 2. costWeipht[.ll = 2,  

costWeight[j] = 2. and al1 other costWeight[i 1 = O, which means: if the distance of two 

conflict examinations is 0, the cost is inhite; if the distance is 1. whiçh is the case that a 

student has two examinations on the same day. the cost will be 32; if the distance is 3. 

-),or 5 ,  which is the case that a student has two examinations on consecutive days. the 

cost will be 2; and the cost will be O for al1 other cases. 

Idrally. most students will have thrir examinations spaced out as much as possible in the 

final tirnetable. This objective cm be achieved simply in our CM. that is. tïnding a 

timetable with minimized cost. 

The third type of variable we define 

rooms allocated to each examination. 

is: 192 xt domain variables. which rrpresent the 

IlelntSet VarArray roomrForExam(managrr, n wn Eram, roontarray) 

Where room array is the initial domain range of each variable. that is. the availabltr 

rooms for each exmination. As described in chapter 3. the size of somç examinations is 

Iarger than the size of the biggest room so it is impossible to assign the examinations to 

a single room. Thus we should use set variables to represent it. The aim is to find. for 

each domain integer set variable roolt~~Forfiarn[i/, a set of rooms that saiisfies ail of 
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the hard constraints, i.e.. satisfiing room capacity constraint: and in the meantirne 

satisfies the soft constraints as much as possible, i.e., improving the room utilization. 

Besides these variables, we also use sevenl xversible integers IlcRcvlnt. which are uxd 

to remember the old value of an old state. Le.. we definr a reversiblr integer: 

IIcRevlnt * * sessionSize; 

Where **sessionSize represents the capacity of a session. When an exmination is 

scheduled in a session. the **sessionSizr should bc adj usted: more accurately. it should 

be reducrd. During the search for a solution. the **sessionSize will be changed any tirne 

an examination is assigncd to the session. Difîierent from an ord inq  intrtgrr. the 

**sessionSize wiil remember ail its old values in those d d  States. When a backtrack is 

pcrformrd, the **sessionSizr wi Il restore to the corresponding old state. thus retriev ing 

the old value. As one can cxpect that reverse integer will make the progrmming rasy 

and c ffective. All others revrrsible integers will bc introduced in following seciions 

when they appear in the prognm. 

École Polytechniqu<: de Montrial gives us sevenl data files. The data includrs: al1 of the 

courses offered in auturnn 1999 and their narnc. 192 of them have final examinrition; 28 

available periods with the same lengh: 2 and half hours: 79 availablr roorns with 

different capacity From 28 to 129, their name and location: the number of studrnts for 

each examination; the number of conflict examinations for each examination; and the 
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nurnber of students in conflict betwern each pair of examinations. And also the} give us 

the results obtained from their program. 

As described in chapter 3 we have divided the constraints into two groups: hard 

constraints and soit constraints. The following parts will show how to deal with the 

constraints in our mode\. 

For constnint Cl (Examination incompatibilitiesj: we have two ways to represent it. If 

only two examinations have at Ieast one student in common, then there is a simple way 

as following (not equal constraint): 

manager.add( txams[i/ # t x a m s ~ / )  

Namely. the two examinations can't be scheduled in the sarne period. If several 

examinations (more thün 2)  conîlict with each other. we can use the global constraint 

IldllDijfo. which is built-in in ILOG SOLVER. to express it as follow: 

manager. ~dd(llcAi1Difjf (t~mpfiams)) 

whrre tempExums is an may containhg the exarninations conflicting with each other. 

The hinction posts a constraint: the examinations in the amy tempikams should be 

schedulcd to different periods. Logically, the single global constraint IlcAIIDi/fO on n 

variables is equivalent to (n-1)wZ instances of the 'not equal' constraint, but in tems of 

performance, that single constraint is much more efficient if n is large enough[5S]. 
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For constraint C2 (Session capacity): when assigning an examination i to a session j. it 

must satisfy the following condition: 

numStudForExam[i/ <= *sessionSize/j/ 

whrre numStudForE*om is an integer array containing numErams elements, each of 

which rrpresents the nurnber of students for rach examination. The constnint says if ihs 

number of students for examination i is bigger han the capacity of session j. then 

examination i can't be sçheduled to session j. 

For constnints C3 and CJ (Roorn constraints): in order to assign room(s) to an 

examination or schedule scveral examinations to a room. vie use two reverse integcrs: 

IlcRevlnt * r o o m C u p a ~ i t y / p ~ r i ~ d / / r ~ o m I ~ ~ d ~  / 
IfcRev fnt *numStudLcft[examlndu/ 

*roomCapaciîy is a two dimensional array, cach elernent of it representing the current 

capacity of the room (the *roornCapacity will be adjusted any timr an esamination or 

part of an examination is ssigned to the room). *numStudLeft is a one dimensional 

amy. a h  &ment of it reprrxnting the current numbrr of (unassignrd) studrnts of an 

examination. i.e. when part of an examination is scheduled to a room. the currrnt 

number of students will lx reduced. 

With the help of the reverse integen, we can constnict C3 and C-l easily. If 

*n urnFiudLr ft/leamindex/ <= *roomCapucity/periodl/room~nder/. i t i s possible to 

schedule the examination w~amIndrr '  to the room bruomfmder' which belongs to 

session 'period'. If *numStudLe/r/examInder/ is larger than any elernent of 
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*roomCapaci~[period/, or it is the prerequisite from the university that the examination 

' e radnda '  must be scheduled to several rooms, then we need several rooms to hold 

the examination. Anyway in each situation, they should satisQ the following condition: 

*numStudLeft/ex~mhdex/ <= rrOBmlnh *roomCap~ci@/period//roornInda/ 

that is, when the total capacity of several roorns is larger than the numkr of students of 

an examination. then it is possible to schedule the examination to the sevrnl rooms that 

belong to session 'perioâ'. 

For constraint CS. if a room is required to hold at least two different cxaminations. we 

divide the room into two parts. and simply regard them as two difkrent roonis. Then 

post a constraint for rac h pair of these rooms: they can't be in the sarne set. 

manager. add(I~cCard(I1cInt~rsection (i <= I ); 

whsre room.Forfiam[k/ is an intrger set variable as describcrd is section 2: 

tenrpRoonrs is mothcr integer set variable containing two rlrmcnts: two rooms which 

originally corne h m  the same room. The functian Ilcfntersuction() rrtums the 

intersection of two sets, while IlcCardO retums the number of rlrmsnts in the set. Thus 

the constnint says that for any examination. it is impossible to have both of the rooms 

coming from the same one as part of its solution simultaneously. 

For consinint C6, C7 and C 10 (exminations for each student should be spread over the 

examination period): as descrikd in section 2, we define an optimization function to 

achieve the objectives. in the function, we combine C6 and C7 together. and give thcm 
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different weights, which show how important each item is. For example, in Our case, the 

contribution to the total cost related to C6 and C7 are 32 (for examinations on the same 

day) and 2 (for examinations on consecutive days), respectively. As long as we cm find 

solutions with minimized cost, C6 and C7 will be satisfied as much as possible. And 

hence C 1 O will be satisfied partly. 

As we know there always exists a trade-off among the soti constnints. In our case, C6 

and C7 are the most important ones. we will satist'y them tint, and then al1 other soti 

constraints will be satisfied if they don't affect C6 and C7. 

For constnint C8 (morning session constnint): we can satisfi it in the search strategy. 

i.e.. when an sxümination nceds to be fixcd, we always select the morning session if both 

moming session and afternoon session have the samr cost. 

For constraint C9 (large size examination constraint): it cm also be satistied in the 

search stntegy, Le.. selecting the examination with a large number of students first will 

caux large examinations to be scheduled first. and most likely thry will be assigned to 

rarly sessions as long as the assigrnent leads to a minimized cost. We use C8 luid C 1 1 

to break a tie. 
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For constraint C 1 1 (a11 examinations should be scheduled to early sessions): it conflicts 

directly with C8 and we satisfj C8 first. When two moming sessions or two afiemoon 

sessions have the same cost, we always select the early session as the solution. 

For constraints C I 2  and C l 3  (room utility and uniform distribution of student 

constraints): we can use a room scheduling algorithm to satisfj them. i-r., using the best- 

fit algorithm. which tries to End the most suitable rooms. regarding the room uiility and 

the requrst of uniform distribution of students, for an examinûtion. Wt: will give more 

drtails in the following section. 

Good search strategies for srlecting variables and values should br efficient to find 

solutions. but thcre is no single rule of thumb for discovering what is a good stratrgy. 

You should try out different ways of solving a given problem to find the one most 

advantageous to your situation. However, thrre are two main kinds of strategy: the one 

used For constnint satisfaction problems. and the one usrd for optimization problrms. 

In tither kind of strategy described above. it is best to select variabla dynamically. 

Dynamic variable ordering is generally recognized as a key factor of success: niher than 

tixiny an ordering a priori, the most promising variable is chosen according to the 

information available at that moment. Wiihin this scheme. the fint-fail-pnnciple[56] 
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seems to emerge as a good strategy. It states that one should provoke dead-ends as early 

as possible to reduce the search effort. One rxarnple[55] is that when we consider 

satisfaction problerns, a strategy that is ofien successful for selecting variables is to 

choose the most constrained one--the one with the smallest domain and involved in the 

greatest number of constraints (selected dynamically). In effect. thosr variables are 

where propagation should be the most significant and. as a consequence, whrre sntirr 

portions of the search space can be pruned as quic kly as possible. 

When considering optimization problems, straiegies based on generation often tirst 

generatc those variables and their values that are statistically ihe most likrly to lead to 

low-cost (best) solution. 

In this section we address the order in which variables are ssiected and iheir valucs t r i d  

.4s described in chapter 4, variable ordering is by far the rnost important bccüusr. it çan 

drastically alter the shape of the search trer. Value ordering does not affect thc topology 

of the tree genenlly. but rathrr which parts of the tree are first explorrd and. ultirnatcly. 

how sooqayry good or even optimal solution will be found. 
,,y ? 

Our examination scheduling problem is an optimization problem. We have developed 

several strategies following the guidelines descn bed above. but specializing them for our 

particular problem. and we ivill present them one by one to show how to select the next 

variable (examination) and how to instantiate it. But first of all, let us see how to 
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decompose the examination scheduling problem into small problems and how to solve 

them. 

The exmination scheduling problem involves two sub-problrms: assign a session to 

each examination withour any tirne contlict; tind a room or several rooms for each 

examination. There are two way to solvr the problem: one is to combine the two sub- 

problems and solve them together. The advantage is that it is possible to find an 

examination tirnetable with a better room allocation, Le.. the rate of room utilization is 

hi&. The disadvantage of the method is that the size of the problem will bs enlargeci and 

also i i  will waste some time on finding rooms for examinations if backtrack is nerded. 

thus it will spcnd more time to find a solution. ix.. uhrn an esamination is fisrd to a 

session. we should assign a room or sevenl rooms for it riyhi away. .And whrn 

backtracking over this search node and tixing the examination to another session. wr: 

should find another set of rooms for it again. One may argue that assigning rooms to an 

examination rarly will help us to prune the search space as early as possible. i.e.. when 

an examination is tixrd to a session, we know the partial solution satisties al1 constraints 

so fat, but if therc: are not enough roonis in the session Ior the examination. then wt: 

know the partial solution will not lead to a final solution. and a backtrack wiil be 

executed. I t  is me, but it is only one way to prune the search space. As wr will discuss 

in second method, we c m  use D*sessiunSizr' to achirve the same objective without 

allocating rooms for any examinations. 



The second method is: solve the two sub-problems in two phases. In the fiai phase, we 

tind a session for each examination. In ihe second phase. we assign a set of rooms for 

each examination. Instead of '*ruumSize'. we use '*sessionS&'. which is the total 

capacity of al1 rooms in that session and will change during search for a solution. to limit 

the number of examinations that cm be scheduled to the session, Le.. the constraint C2. 

In this way, we can guarantee that if wt: find a solution in the tirst phax .  we can also 

ftnd a room tirnetable for examinations in the second phase. One advantage is that the 

s i x  of the problem is limited because the second sub-problrm will be solved only üfter 

the first sub-problrm is solved. The othrr advantagr is that ditkrrnt variable selection 

ru l rs cm be applied to improvr the rrsulis of room schcdulinp. i.r.. wr can choose a rule 

different from ihüt of the tirst phasr. 

5.4.1 Sevrch strategies for tbc first phase: eramination-session timetahting 

problem 

5.4.1.1 Choose variables: examination 

Basically, thrrc: are two kinds of method for choosing the next variable: the static 

method and the dynamic rnethod. As their narnes suggest, the static method selrçts the 

next variable according to an ordered variable list whilr the dynamic method selrcts the 

next variable according to the current statr. i.r., one does not know which variable will 

be chosen before the current variable is fixrd. 
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Static method 

We sort the examination list according to the number of students of each examination in 

drscending order. and select the next examination in order, fiom the first one to the last 

one. It is based on the assumption that a large examination usually has a large numbrr of 

conflicts (cornmon students) with other examinations, and it is difficult to find a right 

perîod for it. so it should be scheduled as rarly as possible. The method is easy, and runs 

very fast because it only sons the rxamination list once and does not spent much time on 

sttlectinp the nrxt rxamination. 

Dynamic method 

Small-dontain fist: wlcct the ncxt examination that has the smallest domain. in othsr 

wvords select the one thrit has the smallest number of available periods. The number of 

students rire used to break ties. i.e., whrn the size of two examination domains is the 

same, wve select the one with a large numkr of students kcause thest: two examinations 

are litely to have more students in common with other examinations. thus ditlicult to bc. 

scheduled later. The assumption is that the examination with a smüll dornain has less 

opponunity to succecd. thus it should be scheduled tint. 

Random srl~ciion: select the nrxt examinaiion randomly amony unfixed examinations. 

The aim of the mrthod is to change the shape of the search tree so thai one c m  search 

solutions in a diffrrrnt part of the search space. For sure each time you mn the program. 
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you will not get the same results because the shape of the search tret: is ditkrent every 

time. Aiso it can be used to compare with other methods to see how well they perfom. 

Large number of conflic~sfirst: select the next examination that has the largest number 

of conflicts (the total nurnber of students in common) with the fiiued examinations. For 

the tirst examination. we select the one that has the largrst number of contlicts with al1 

other examinations. 

More formally, Let A={EiJ br: set of the fixed exminations. while B=(Ej) be set of the 

unfixed examinations. For each un1ixt.d examination, wtt detlne a cost Function that 

counts how many students are involvrd in contlict with the fixed exarninations. then wr  

select the examination that has the largest cost: 

C q  = .& a(~mCon/lcf( i / ' /  

whcte i  is from the set A while j is from the set B. ri ,~arnConiict[i~ reprexnts the 

number of students in common betwtsn esaminations i and j. 

The total number of examinations in conflict are used to break ties. i.e., if two untixed 

examinations have the same cost, we choosr the one that has the largrst numkr of 

exarninations in conflict with the fixed examinations becausi: its domain size is smaller 

than that of the other and thus it hsts Less chance to succeed. 
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Following the definition piven above, for each unfixrd examination, we define a 

function to count how many fixed examinations conflict with it, then we select the one 

with largest count in case of ties: 

when examConflictli]~] = =O 

when examConflictp]b] # O 

where i is from the set A and j is from the set B. 

For an optimization problem. the basic rule is: generate those variables that are the most 

likely to lead to a iow-cost solution first. The point h m  is that assigning a period to the 

examination with the largest number olcontlicts later will likely increase the total cost 

of the final schrdulr dmatically. so it should be scheduled as erirly üs possible because 

thcrr u e  more periods availablrt ai an carly stage. 

Least regret stratqy: WC select the nest examination that has the largest cost diffcrence 

between its two best availablr periods. Indced. if wr t a i t  until the best-cost period is no 

longer availablr. then the difference in cost for the schedulr will be large. 
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5.4.1.2 Choose values: pcriods 

Usually when choosing a pet-iod for an examination, the impact of both fixed 

examinations and unfixed exarninations should be considered in some way. The 

following figure shows the relationship among the fixed exarninations, the unfixed 

exarninations and the selecied examination just before it is fixed. 

Fixed 
Examinations 

Selec ted 
Examination 

Unîïxed 
Examinations 

Figure 5.1 The relationship among the fixed. untixed and selected rxarnination(s) 

Depending on di firent threshold functions, we adopt three methods for choosing a 

period for the selected examination as follows: 

The first method concentrates on reducing the cost of the partial solution; it only 

concems the effiict of the fixed exams. It is based on the assumption that an optimized 

partial solution will lead to a better final solution (of course it is not necessarily the best 

solution). We always select the period for the selected examination that has the smallest 
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cost with the fixed examinations. For the fint examination, we try every possible period 

in tum to find the best period. 

Let k be the index of the selected examination from set B. For each available period I of 

the selected examination, we define a cost function that calculates the cost of the partial 

solution. then we select the period for the examination k that has the smallest cost: 

cosfi = e?xamCott/Iict/i/(k/ * cost Weight[distance between i and k/  

where i is from the set A, examCon/Iict/i/'k/ represents the number of studrnts in 

çommon between examinations i and k,  and costWeight/distance betwen i and k/  

represents the cost between exminations i and k if there is one student in common. in 

our crise it can be O. 2 or 32 drpending on the distance between the two examinations. 

In case of ties. we choose a moming period or an early period drpending on the situation. 

Le.. if a moming period and an aftemoon period have the samr cost. we wcill choosr the 

moming penod fint. whilc if two moming periods or two aftemoon periods have the 

sarne cost. w: will choose the earlier one first. This way we can satis@ the sort 

constraints C8 and C 1 1. Usually this only changes the search order without changing the 

shape of the search tree. But i T  the srnall-domain first stntegy is adopted for srlerting the 

next examination, it may also change the shape of the search tree because the domain 

size of the unfixed examinations depends on the selected examination. 
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The second method mainly considen the effect of the untixed examinations. For each 

available pend f of the selected examination, calculate how many unfixed examinations 

conflicting with the selected exarnination c m  be assigned to the period. Then select the 

pet id  with the smallest number of exarninations. The point is that this leaves more 

opportunities for othcr unfixrd examinations and ii is thrrefore easy to find feasible 

solutions. This strategy is very similar to small-domain first strategy rxcrpt that it is used 

to choose a value instead of a variable. 

For each available period 1 of the selectrd examination. we detint: a function to calculate 

how many conflict untïsed ersaminations can tit in the period. Thrn w r  select the prriod 

for the examination k having the smallest count: 

O when exarnConflict[kJ~] = O 

1 when exarnContïict[~]û] ]+ 0 

( O when pedod / is not in the domain of examination j 

( 1 when period / is in the domain of examination j 
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The first method is used to break ties, i.e., when two periods have th9 same count, we 

choose the one that incurs the les t  cost with the fixed examinations because it will 

optimize the partial solution. 

The third strategy is a method that chooses a period at nndom: the impact of neither the 

tixed examinations nor the unfixed examinations is considered. It is used as a 

cornparison bais  with other methods to see how important the threshold function is. 

As mentioned above. usually value ordering does not affect the topology of the tree, but 

rather which parts of the trer are tirst esplored and. ultimatrly, how soon a very good or 

even optimal solution will be found. However, if al1 solutions are required or there are 

no solutions. thrn the value ordering is indiffercnt. 

5.4.2 Search strategies for the second phase: examiaation-room timetabling 

pro blen 

As described above, we decornpose the examination scheduling problrm into two sub- 

problems. F i ~ t  solve the examination-session timetabling sub-problem, and if thcre is a 

solution. narnely every examination has a fixed period. thrn we continue to solve the 

examination-room timetabling sub-problcm. 



5.4.2.1 Choose variable: examination 

This is a relatively easy process compared with that of the first phase. And depending on 

whether the selected examination is fixed at one time or through several phases. there are 

two different ways to choose the next examination. 

The usually static method. select the next examination according to thrir size (the 

number of students). is good enough. First the examination list is soned in decreasing 

order. When the next examination is needed, the first elvarnination is removed from the 

list becausr the size of the examination is large and it needs more rooms to hold it. thus 

i t  should be scheduled k t .  

The other way is very similar to the static method except the selecied examination is not 

removed from the list. instead it is put back in the exmination list in the right place 

according to its size. namely afier the examination gets its partial solution (severdl rooms 

are assigned to it) and becomes a small size examination. The point is that the large 

rooms should be retained for large size examinations so that they can be schediiled into 

fewer rooms. We will describe it in detail in next section: choose value. 

5.4.2.2 Choost! value: r o o m  

It xems that for the exmination-mom scheduling problem, it is more important to tind 

a good search strategy for choosing values in order to irnprove the quality of the final 

schedule, Le., the rate of room utility, distributing students evenly, etc.. 

Three methods are investigated: the Iargest-fimi method, the jht-fit mrthod and the 

best-jit method. Besides *roomCapaci~[period//ruomf rida/ and 

*nrcmStudLeft/exa~nIndex/, we also de fine and use ano the r reverse intege r array : 



*roomOrder/period//i/ to keep tmk  of the room order l ist for each period so that we 

c m  choose rooms easily. ln Our case, there are 28 room order lists, in other words, each 

session @eriod) has its room order list. 

At the begiming of the search (or before the search), the examination list and the room 

order lists (*roomOrder) should be sorted in decreasing order according to their size. 

And during the search *roornCapacity. *~umStudLeft and the examination list will be 

adjusted accordingly. Depcnding on the methods, the room order list ( *roomOrder) may 

also be sorted during the search for solutions. We will describe thrse mrthods one by 

one as follow. 

The largest-flrst metihod 

Afier an examination is selectrd, a largest room or several laqrst roorns big snough to 

hold the examination should be assigned to it right away. The point is that using large 

rooms tïrst will reduce the number of rooms for the examination. and tinally it ma' lcad 

to use Pwer rooms for al1 examinations. In outline form. the algorithm looks likc the 

following: 

While there exists unfixed examination(s) (its size is not zero) in the list 

0 Select an examination From the head of the exarnination list, and according to its 

period, select the corresponding roorn order list (*roomOrder/period/[indrrn. 

> Select the first available room from the room list, and if it is in the domain O C  

the selected examination. then assign it to the selected exarnination. Adjust 



the size of the room ( *roornCapacity/period//roonrlnder/) and the size of the 

examination ( *numStudLe/iinder/). also son the room ordrr list. 

i lf the size of the selected examination becomes zero (*numStudLe/rlindex/ = 

O), then the assignrnent for the examination has succeeded. Remove the 

examination from the exmination list (in fact it is put at the end of the Iist). 

Otherwise repeat the above step (select the îïrst available room) until 

*numStudLrft/index/ = O. 

Thc first--fii meikod 

Like the largrst-flirt method. the next selrcied examination is alwüys the ont: with 

largest size. The differencc is that the jirst--/ir rnetlrud doss not tix the xlected 

examination at one phase. instead it  only solves the problrm panially. narnely assign 

room(s) to the enamination and thrn put the selrctrd examination back into the 

examination list. Latrr when ii becomrs the largesi examination in thc list. i t  will bt. 

selected again. It should be mentioned that during the search. the room ordrr list remains 

the same and does not change (it is smed before the xarch). and also if there are several 

rooms, each of which is big enough to hold the examination. we always choosr the first 

available one in the list, and assipn it to the examination. There are two reasons for using 

the method. First. the large rooms should be reserved for the large size examinations so 

that each examination will use fewer rooms. Second. the rminr t ions  will use large 

rooms first, and leave those small rooms untouched (if the total number of students is 



much less than the capacity of the rooms). thus it uses rooms as little as possible, also it 

cm improve the rate of room utility. The actual algorithm works as follows: 

+ While there exists unfixed exarnination(s) (its size is not zero) in the list 

a Select an rxamination from the head of the examination list, and according to its 

period, select the corrrsponding room order list (*roomOr&/period//i/). 

i Go through the room ordrr list. select the first available room, which is in the 

domain of the examination and is big enough to hold the rxamination, then 

assign it to the examination. Adjust the size of the room and the sizr of the 

examination, and also sort the examination list, 

i If the largest room can't hold the examination. thrn divide the examination 

into two pans: the tïrst pan can bt: hrld by the largest room (it is assignrd to 

the exarnination). Adjust the sizr of the room and the s ix  of the enamination. 

i For the second part. if there esists a room that cm hold it. then wr put the 

examination back into the list ( i t  will be scheduled fate because it becornes ri 

small examination now). Son the esamination list. 

i If therc is no room that is large enough to hold the second part of the 

rxamination, dividr the examination again and repeat the abovr two strps. 

The bat-fit method 

Like the two rnethods mentioned above, we always select the largest s i x  rxamination as 

the next one. It is different from thefirst-fit rneîhod in three aspects: first it fixes the 

selected exarnination in one phase, second the room order list is soned during the sarch, 
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third the k s t  fit rooms will be selected for the selected examination. Of course there 

must be a way to detine what is the best fit. The aim of the method is: try to improve the 

rate of room utilization as much as possible while spreading the studrnts from the same 

exarnination as evenly as possible. As we cm expect, the method will likely use small 

rooms and may leave some large or middle size rooms untouched. The algorithm is now 

outlined: 

9 Whilri there exists unfixed exarnination(s) (its size is not zero) in the list 

Select an esamination from the head of the examination list. and acçording to its 

period. select the corresponding the room order list ( *roomOrdrr/period//if). 

i If the s i x  O [  the examination is smaller than the size of the tirst tivailable 

room that is in the domain of the examination. thrn try to tind a best rom for 

it (the smallest room that is big enough to hold it). 

i Ilthe examination is equal to the first room. then the room is assigned to it. 

i If the s i x  of the exmination is bigger than the size of the tirst rom. p t  the 

second available room. if the s i x  of the exarnination is srnaller than the size 

of two rooms. thrn ûy to tind two best rooms for it. 

i If the size of the examination is equal to or biggcr than the sizr of iwo roonis. 

thrn the first room is assigned to the examination. 

i Repeat the above four steps until the selected exarnination is Iixed. 

During the srarch we should adjusr the following lists (*roocnOrder[period/findab. 

*roomCapacityfperiod/findrx/ and *numStudLefl[txarnhdex/ any time w hen a r o m  
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is assigned to the selected examination. Also we should sort the examination list after 

the selected examination is fixed. 

Considering the tnde-off between room occupancy rate and uniform distribution of 

students of an exmination, we constnict a selection function. which is used to select 

suitable (best-fit) room(s) for an examination. Suppose nl is the number of students of : 

an examination. n2 and n3 are the capacity of two rooms. respectively, n2 >= J and nl  

* n2 + n3. then the function is defined as following: 

F = n t  + n3 - n 1 + balanceFactor * n2 / n3; 

wt. always select two rooms ihat will rninimize F. For cxample therr arc two sets of 

rooms: n2 = 60, rt3 = 5 5 ;  n2 = 90, n3 = 20 and an examination n l  = 100. Which room 

set should be chosen for the examination'? 

According to the function: suppose brilanceFactor = 1.0 

FI = 6 0 + 5 5 -  1 0 0 + 2 * 6 0 / 5 5 = 1 5 + 2 . 2 =  17.2 

F 2 = 9 0 + 2 0 -  1 0 0 + 3 * 9 0 / 2 0 =  10+9 = 19 

so we will select the rooms: n2 = 60 and n3 = 55  

The question is how to reduce the search spacr? To answer the question. let's ser how to 

assign a set of periods to the examinations tint. Generally spealring, we tix cxaminations 

one by one, Le., tirst select an examination from the examination list then choose a 



period and assign it to the examination. Repeat the process until al1 examinations are 

fixed without conflict. Figure 5.3 illustrates the process. 

eraml 

O 

O 
O 

Figure 5.2 The process of Iixing examinaiion during the sctarch for solution 

Where rach node (an ellipse and several lines) nprtxnts an examination and its domain 

(the available periods). a line with down-arrow mrans the period is assiyned to the 

examination while a lin<: with up-arrow means backtracking to up node has happened 

when there is no solution in the following part ofsub-space. 

In fact, what we do is to apply a xarch strategy, and let lLOG SOLVER to handle the 

search process. It will go through the search space to find solutions. During the search. 

when necessary, ILOG SOLVER will backtnck automatically and follow another path. 

This happens in two situations: the domain of an examination is empty, that means there 
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is no solution, or at some point the cost of partial solution is larger than that of solution 

found before, and so we do not need to go fùrther. 

Clearly, if we can cut some branches (available periods) at each node, then the semh 

space will be reduced drarnatically. Based on this idea, we define sevrnl score 

functions. which are used to son the available periods at each node. And according to a 

threshold. some available priods are removed from the domain of the examination. 

Three di fferent score functions are descri bed as following: 

The tirsi one is rxactly the same as the tïrst method desçribed in section 5.4.1.2 Chose 

C'blues: Prriods. it only considrrs the rffect of the fixed examinations. The availablc: 

periods of the examination are sortcd in ascrnding order according to the cost with the 

tixed examinations: 

cost, = rromCon/lct/i//k/ * cost Weight[dist<nce between i and k/ 

The second score function is the same as the second method described in section 5.4.12 

Chuose Values: Prriuds. It rnainly considen the etkct of the unfixed examinations. 

The third score hnction is more complicated compared with the first two. It considers 

the impact of both the fixed examinations and the unfixed exarninations. For each 

available penod of the selected examination, assign it to the examination, then try to tind 

a feasible solution (fix the unfixed examinations) according to the adopted search 
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strategy described in section 5.4.1 Search strategies for fmt phase: examination- 

session tirnetabhg probfertt. Usually different feasible solutions will have different 

costs, if there is no solution for an available period of the selected examination. thrn the 

cost will be infinite (a). Finally sort the available periods of the examination in 

ascending order according to the cost of their feasible solutions. 

5.6 PUTTINC IT TOCETHER 

In the above sections (5.4 Search Strategies and 5.5 Search Space Reduction i. LW 

present di ffkrent searc h strategies, which will guide [LOG SOLVER to serirch solut ions. 

and search space reduction methods, which will limit the search within some sub-ssarch 

spaces. Now let us sre how they can be put together and br used to solve oui- 

optimization problem. 

In fact. no mattrr what search strategy we adopt and what search spücc reduction method 

we use. the basic algorithm is the same. 

0 Whilr thme are some umxplored search spaces, search and find the next bsitrr 

solution. 

Select the next examination according to the adopted search stniegy- 

Sort al1 available penods of the selected examinations according to the score 

function. and remove some periods from its domain according to a certain 

thresho Id. 
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Select a period (depending on which search control algorithm you use) from the 

sorted list and assign it to the selected examination. 

Repeat the above three steps until a better solution is found. 

There are several search control algorithms, which control how to explore the srarch 

space (tree): which parts of the tree are first explored, i.r., Depth First Search (DFS). 

Limited Discrepancy Search (LDS), Drpth bounded Discrepancy Search (DDS). etc. 

DFS is the default search control algorithms. It expands the most recrntly gensrated 

nodr first, and always follows the k t  path tirst according to the search srratrgy. 

A discrepancy is a right move in the path tiorn the root O t' the search ires to the currrnt 

node. The intuition is that a corresponding to heuristic choiçe is better than a riglit move. 

Thus, by limiting the nurnber of discrepancies. we try to stick close to the search 

heuristics. LDS divides the search tree into strips. Strip k correspond to the open nodes 

of the search tree with a number of discrepancies between k*step and k*(step + I) - I .  

The search should explore strip O. then strip 1. then strip 7. ruid so on. 

DDS is a variation of LDS. It makes the assumption that mistakes are made more likrly 

near the top of the search tree thûn further down. For this reason, it does not count the 

nurnber of discrepancies but the depth of the last one. lt is more eficicnt if the search 

heuristic is very good, that is, if it makes mistakes only in the top of the search tree. DDS 
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divides the search tree into steps. In the first pass. it explores nodes with ali 

discrepancies appears with a depth less than strp. In the second pas, it does the same 

with a depth less than 2*step, and so on. 

It should be observed that these srarch control algorithms will change the ordering of 

exploring sub-search trees. and thus have an impact on how won a good solution will be 

found. But if we nred to tind the best solution. then there is no di tkrence amony them, 

since they should explore the wholr: search tree before thsy can çontirm it. 



CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

As described in Chapter 5. there are several ways to select the next variable and to 

choose the suitable value for the selected variable. Combininy variable and value 

selection methods together. we can get sevenl different search strategies, that is sevrral 

different implrmentations. 

Experimenis are carried out on a SUN workstation with I G rnrmory and the CPU speed 

is 333 MHz. 

6.1.1 Corn parison rmong differeo t variable selection methods 

Compared to value ordering, variable ordrring is the most important kcause it çan 

drastically alter the shape of the search tree. and leads to a total different search process. 

thus it will have a huge impact on how soon a very good or even optimal solution will be 

found. 

In this section, we construct five implrmantations. Al1 irnplçmentations use the sarne 

value ordering rule to select the period for the chosen examination: selectinp the period 
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that has the smallest cost with the tïxed exarninations (see section 5.1.1.2 Choose 

Values: periods). Variable selection methods descri bed in section 5 -4. I . 1 are used in 

different implementations. The first implementation adopts the large-number-of- 

conflicts-first rule to order the exarninations. The second implementation uses the small- 

domain-first rule to select the next examination. The third implementation applics least- 

regret. The fourth implementation uses a static method. The titlh implementation orders 

the examination list in a random way. Every implementation cm solve the problem. but 

with totally different results, ep., the solutions of some irnplementations are rnuch bettrr 

than that of others, the time needed to finci better solutions are di t't'rrent t'rom one 

implementation to anothtr implementation. The solutions of these implementations will 

be given next. followed by cornparison and discussion. 

As mentioncd in Chapter 5. the total cost of the final solution is dependent on the 

number of students who have two examinations on the same day or on consccutivr days. 

By çhanging the value of the 'costWeipht[distance]'. the solutions will bc: different rvrn 

if the samr implementation is used. The value of CostWeight[lJ represenis the cost 

çontributing to the total cost if a student has two exmination on the sarne day. while the 

value of CostWeight[3, 4 or 51 represents the cost if there is a student having two 

examinations on consecutive days. The ratio beohieen CostWeight[ 1 1 and Cost Wright[). 

4 or 5 j  is more important: the larger the ratio is. the less the numbrr of students having 

two exarninations on the sarne day are in the final results. In Our implemrntation. 
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CostWeight[3,4 or 51 is fixed to 2, while CostWeight[ll cm be changed so that different 

solutions can be obtained. 

The purpose of the section is to make a cornparison among variable selection rules, it is 

enough to find the fint better solution. 

Table 6.1 summuizes the results of the first implementation. There are four columns: 

the First column is CostWeiyht[l], which is an input parmeter, the second column 

shows the nurnber of students having two examinations on the same day whilr the third 

column shows the number of students having two examinations on consecutive days, the 

last colurnn shows the total cost of a solution. which c m  br  obtained as follotving: 

iotalCost = 2 * column ihrw + coliimn orte * colrrmn fwo 

Note that with difkrent input panmeter (costWeight[I 1). the rcsults is ditrerrnt. with th<: 

increasing of cost\k'eight[ll. the number of studrnts having two esaminations on the 

same day decrease while the number of students having two examinations on 

consecutive days increase, in other words. thrre always exists a balance between column 

two and column three. To find the îïnt brtter solution. the program takrs about 56 

seconds and there is no failure. 

It should be mentioned that for each costWeight[l], there are 18 first bettrr solutions 

corresponding to 28 periods available for the tint selectrd examination. The table 6.1 

only shows some better solutions. 



Cost Parameter 1 nb Same Day nb Consecutive Day 1 Total Cost 

Table 6.1 The results of the largrst-numbrr-of-contlicts first implemrntation 

École Polytechnique gives us their final result as follows: 

The numbcr of students who have two examinations on the same day: 100 

The number of studrnts who have two examinations on consecutive days: 3000 

From our initial solution (Table 6. l ) ,  we can sec: that our results are slightly better than 

theirs. For examplr. there are 86 students having two esaminations on the samç day. 

1 783 studcnts having two examinations on consecutive days. 

For the small-domain-first implemçntation. the program nins faster than the fint 

implementation: it nceds about 44 seconds to find the tint bettrr solution. the reason 

being that it takes less time to choose the next examination and has no failure during 

search for the tirst better solution, Table 6.3 summarizes the results of the second 
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implementation. It illustrates the similar feature as that of table 6.1 except that the results 

are not as good as that of the first implementation. Comparing with the results of École 

Polytechnique. it is still good or at least they are at the same level. Anyway it is only the 

initial solution, not the final solutions. 

Table 6.2 The results of the small-domain-first implementation 

Cost Parameter 

16 

As we know, the srnall-dornain stntegy it may not be suitable for finding optimal 

solution. In our case. there are 192 exarninations. 28 available periods within 14 days 

and the capacity of each penod is 16 1 1. Let us first check if it is possible to find a 

fasible solution with no students who have two exarninations on the same &y. Put 

differently. the question is whether there exists a set in which the examinations are in 

conflict with each other (each pair of exarninations have common students and can't be 

scheduled to the same period) and whose size is bigger than 14? After calculaiion, wc 

find that the size of the largest such kind of set is 19, it is larger than 14, that means we 

nb Same Day 
96 
107 

nb Consecutive Day 
2066 
1903 

Total Cost 
5668 
5518 
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can't avoid situations where students have two examinations on the sarnr: day. 

Furthemore we can deduce that there does not exist a feasible solution if the total 

nurnber of available periods for examinations is less thm 19. 

Now we ask how many available periods are sufficient to solvr the problern. As wtt 

know, the numkt of feasible solutions will decrease if the total number of availablc 

periods is reduced. thus it is more difficult to find a feasible solution. In our case. if thrrt: 

are only 19 available periods, then no solution c m  be found because of the limitation of 

either session capacity or ruming timr. If the total number of availablt: periods is biggtx 

than 19. we cm find Pasiblr solutions witliin the timtt Iimii. The question is hou won i i  

can bc: found. For example. suppose there are 20 available periods. if the small-domain- 

tint stntrgy is used to select the next examination. thrn we cm tind the tirst trasible 

solution within 56 seconds. During the search the number of choice points is 1 8190 1 and 

the number of fails is 100463. Whilr if the tint implementation is ustid. the t h  tèasible 

solution cm be found within 225 seconds: the number of choicr points is 548650 and the 

number of fails is 440 I29. 

The reason why the first implementation is not suitable in ihis more constrained situation 

is that scheduling those examinations that may have more choices (availablr periods. 

large domain) fint may make the domain of those smail domain variables even smaller. 

thus leave them less chance of success. That means before finding a solution. the 

program will make a lot of wrong choices, it will backtrack many times and waste much 
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time. Although scheduling the examination with the smallrst-domain-first still reduces 

other variable's domain size, the domain of those variables is relatively large and they 

have more choices and thus it is relatively easy to find a feasible solution. 

In our problem. there are 78 available periods that is much larger than 19. thus each 

examination has a large initial domain. The domain reduction biixd on constraint 

propagation will have less chance to cause backtracking. In other words. even small 

domains may have many choices and it will not br the botileneck in tinding solutions 

any more. In this situation. it is not necessary to use small-dornain-first stntegy. 

espccially when dealing with optimization problcms becausc small-domain-tirst stntegy 

focuses on finding Pasiblc solutions and dors not concrrn itself with how to select the 

nest variable for finding a bettrr solution. Since therc are many choiçtis. you crin fociis 

on optirnizing the solutions and choosr the most suitable strategy for your problcm. This 

explains why the tirst implernentation works well. 

Table 6.3 summarizes the results of the third implementation that uses the lrast-regret 

rule to select the next examination. Comparing with the First two imple~zntations. i t  

takes much time to îïnd the first better solution. about 480 scxonds. the reason is that the 

program has to spend a lot of time on finding the k s t  two periods for each unfixed 

examination before it can make a decision which examination shouid be selectzd. From 

the table we cm see that the results are as good as that of the tirst implrmentation and 
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are better han that of the second implementation. This is because some rules are used to 

reduce the total cost dunng the search process. 

Table 6.3 The results of the Ieast regret irnplc.rntmtation 

Cost Parameter 

16 

Although the results of the tïrst and third implemrntations are at the same level. they use 

a different approach to search the solutions. Both of them try to first gcnerate those 

L 

nb Same Day 
103 
108 

variables that are the most likely to Iead to low-cost solution but in a differrnt way. 

However the two methods are rrilated to each other somewhat, Le.. in third 

nb Consecutive Day 
1670 
1661 

irnplementation. we use the large number of contlicts to break the tics when more than 

Total Cost 
3988 
5050 

one examinations have the same cost ditlierence, which means that at lest the t h  seven 

selected examinations are the same in both irnplernentations because the cost di ffsrence 

for them are al1 equal to zero (there are 14 available days). From the results we can't tell 

which approach is better in our case, but the run time performance of the fint 
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implementation is much better than that of the third implementation because it needs to 

do some extra calculations to select the next examination. 

The results of the founh implementation are surnmarized in table 6.4. The program takes 

about 50 seconds to find the tirst better solution with 1 failure dunng the search. it is 

slower than the xcond implementation, and is fiister than the rrst of the 

implernentations. The results are not as good as that of the first and third 

implementations. but are at the same level as that of the second implementation. As wc 

know. the examination with a large number of students usually has a large number of 

conHicts with the h e d  examinations, but ihis is not always true. thus selrçting the neat 

examination xçording to ttheir s i x  sometime mûy lcad to such a situation: the 

examination ihat has the largest number of contlicts with the fixrd examinations is lrft 

to later. which in tum incrraxs the total cost of final solution quits a bit. This is also true 

for the second implementation. The examination with the smallcst domain is not 

nrcrssary to have large nuumber of conflicts with the tixcd examinations. it only means 

that more examinations contliciing with it have bern schedukd to difirent periods and 

thus it may not make a big difference to the total cost whether it is schrdulrd early or 

later. For examplr. there are 8 penods in total. each period has already had somr 

examinations. Suppose now therr: are two candidates. the first one has two studrnts. it 

h a  two available priods: periods 3 and 6, the other is a big examination and has the 

largest nurnber of contlicts with the fixed examinations. it has three available priods: 

priod 5 3  and 6, also two candidates conflict with each other. Coincidentally period 3 is 



the best period for both examinations, the cost difference between period 3 and 6 for the 

first candidate for sure is not big, at most 31 in our case, while there may be a great cost 

difikence if the second candidate is scheduled into period 2 or 6. Just likr the 

description of the third implementation, it is better to select the second candidate first. 

Table 6.4 The results of the largtrst number studrnts tirst implementation 

Unlikr the other implementations drscribed above. in which the impact of the selectsd 

examination on the total cost is considered explicitly or irnplicitly. the tifth 

irnplementation does not consider the cost at d l .  i t  only randornly selrcts the nrxt 

examination and does not consider whether or not this selection can lead to a feasibls 

solution easily. As cxpected. the results and run time pertormance of this 

implementation are not good. Le.. it takes about 700 seconds to find the tirst better 

solution with around 1,000,000 failures, and there are around 200 or 2300 students 

Total Cost 
5696 
5364 . 

Cost Parameter 

16 

- - - - - - - - - - 

nb Same Day nb Consecutive Day 
1 08 
Il2 

1984 
1786 
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having two examinations on the same day or on consecutive days, respectively. Ii 

illustrates from the other side how important it is to have a good search strategy. 

Putting the fifih implementation aside, we still have four implementations to choose 

from. In fact, they are somewhat related to each other. each one making a uade-otT 

between reducing cost and casily finding a solution, and emphasis on one aspect. For 

example, a big examination usually has a lot of conflicts with others examinations. its 

domain size is likely to be reduceci quickly. Thus small-domain-tirst rule selects the big 

examination implicitly. and the large-number-of-contlicts-first rulr will select the 

examination with the smallest domain implicitly. Howrvrr the statement is not always 

true, and it makes a difference arnong thex four implernentations. Cornparhg the four 

implrrnrntations according to the results and mn tirne performance. the tirst 

implementation is by far the k s t  one in our case. it will be used in the following 

experimrnts. 

6.1.2 Cornparison among differen t value selection mcthods 

Variable ordering determines the shape of the search iree. while value ordering specities 

which parts of the search tree are First explored. If the search space is not too big and ive 

can search the space within the time limit, then no mattrr which value selection nile ~vt: 

use, the final results will be the same because we will have ttied every possibility. The 

only difference is how soon the best solution will be found. In practicr. usually the real 

problem is of large scale, its search space is huge, so it is impossible to search the whole 



space within the tirne limit. Thus it is important to explore the right branches of the 

search tree first (the branches where the best solution is likely to be). that means value 

ordering will play a very important role in searching for the optimized solution. 

In this section. we constnict three implementations. Ail implementations use the sarne 

variable ordenng rule to select the next examination: selectiny the examination that has 

the largest number of conflicts with the fixed examinations. Value selection rnethods 

described in section 5.4.1.2 are used in ditkrent implementations. The first 

implementation adopts the tint method of section 5.4.1.2. which only considers the 

eff'ect of the tïxrd examinations and concentrates on reducing the cost of the partial 

solution by choosing the best period for the selected examination. The second 

implementation uscs the second method of section 5.4.1.2, which mainly considers the 

etfrct of the unfixed examinations. and chooses the period that has lrss possibility to br 

chosen by the unfixed examinations. The third implementation orders the value list in a 

random way. Every implementation cm solve the problm. but with totally different 

rtisults. cg.,  the solutions of some implementations are much better than that of others. 

The solutions of thrse implemrntations will be given in next part, followed by 

comparison and discussion. 

The purpose of the section is to m d e  a comparison among value selection rules. so it is 

enough to just find the tiat solution of ditrerent implementations. 



Table 6.5 summarizes the results of the first implementation. The program runs very fast. 

it can End the first solution within 1 second, more accurately, around 0.3 seconds. 

Table 6.5 The results of the tirst implementation: select period according to the tixrd 

Cost Parameter 

16 

32 

From the table we can see that the rcsults are at the same level as those of ~ c o k  

Polytechnique. The implementation and the tirst implementation described in section 6.1 

adopt the samr search strategy: the same variable and value selection rule. The 

ditkrence is that in this implrmentation. WC try to find the fint frasible solution, whilr 

in the former implementation, we try to thd the Rrsi better solution. Berore the tirst 

better solution is found, a lot of feasible solutions are found, including the first one. 

The results of the second implementation are sumrnarized in table 6.6. The tint feasiblr 

solution is found around 0.35 second. It is a little longer than the f i ~ t  one because it does 

more work io decide which period should be chosen. 

nb Same Day 
114 

nb Consecutive Day 
1894 

Total Cost 
5612 
5552 
5628 
7214 
7280 
7238 

125 
132 

1776 
1758 

96 
I 

99 
I OS 

2086 
2056 
1939 



Table 6.6 The results of the second implementation: select period according to the 

unfixed exarninations. 

Cost Parameter 
16 

32 

64 

As we can see, the results are not good at all. the reiison being that when choosing a 

penod for the selected examination, we do not put much effort on reducing the total cost. 

on the contrary we try to keep the domain of the unRxed examinations as large as 

possible so that it is easy to find a feasible solution. It is very similar to the srnall-domain 

first rule used for variable ordering. An available period that has lrss impact on the 

domain size of the unfixed examinations usually is not the best period for the sekcted 

examination. thus the results are not good. 

The third implementation chooss a period randomly, it does not considcr the total cost 

at ail. The results are even worse than that of the second implementation. Le.. there are 

577 or 4593 students who have two exarninations on the same day or on consecutive 

days. Choosing a period randomly means that the worst period may be assiyned to the 

selected examination, or the best period has little opportunity to be chosen. The results 

nb Same Day 
283 
295 
236 
300 
322 
247 

nb Consecutive Day 
2195 
2047 
2694 
23 10 
2245 
2587 

Total Cost 
8918 
8814 
12940 
14230 
14794 
20982 

303 1 2345 24082 
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prove that the value ordering nile is important indeed, if not choosing it carefully, it may 

lead you to a wrong subspace. Additionally the program nins very fast. it takes around 

0.3 second to End the first solution with no failure. This illustrates again that in our case 

the domain size of each variable is big enough. and even using random selection rule, it 

is still easy to find a feasible solution with a few or no failure. This implies that there are 

a large number of feasible solutions in the search spacr and we do not need to wony 

about finding a feasible solution, instead, we should concentrate on how to tind better or 

best solutions, 

Arnong the three implementations. it is obvious that the Iirst one is the best. Wc. will use 

it in following expetiments. 

6.13 Reduetion of search space 

To find the b a t  solution, we need to explore the whole scarch space. but it is impossible 

because the search space is huge. Wr need to reduce it to some subspace, narnely cutting 

some branches from each node. so that it is easy to find the better solutions. 

In this section, three implementations are constnicted corresponding to the duce score 

functions that are used to son the periods, descnbed in section 5.5 Search Spacr 

Reduction. Recalling them briefly, the first score Cunction sons the periods according to 

the fixed examinations and does not consider the etyect of the unfixed examinations. The 

second score function sorts the p e n d  according to the unfixed examinations. and does 
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not consider the cost ai all. The third score funciion considers the impact of both the 

fixed and unfixed examinations, it sorts the periods according to the final cost of the first 

feasible solution. 

We aiready have the tint solution of these implementations: the results of the first and 

second implementations in section 6.1.2 and the result of the fint implementation in 

section 6.1.1. As we can see that the third implementation is the best one, followed by 

the first and second implementations. We also use some kind of minirnizing functions to 

seruch for the b a t  solution within the time lirnit. The results still show that the third 

implemcntütion is the best one. 

According to the detinition. the second score function does not considrr the cost, thus its 

solutions are not good for sure. The fint score function is the sirnplrst one among these 

three methods. as it sons the periods according to the cost with the fixed examinations. 

Its solutions are huer  than the second method. but because it only considrn the impact 

of the tked examinations. the solutions i t  tinds will not be the b a t  one. The third score 

function is expensive and the rnost complicated mcthod: it sorts the periods according to 

the corresponding teasible solutions, that means that for each available petiod, we find a 

feasible solution tirst, then son them. This way the impact of both the fixed and unfixed 

examinations are taken into account, thus its solutions are much better than that of the 

other methods. 
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In following parts, we will use the third score hnction to search For the best solution in 

the reduced search space. 

6.1.4 Cornparison among different search coatrol algonthms 

As mentioned in chapter 5 ,  search control algorithms detemine which nodc: should b<: 

explored tirst. lead to how soon the better solution will be bund. There is no difference 

arnong the search control algoi-ithms if the best solution must be found. But if we can't 

go through the whole reduced search space within the time limit. that means we arc: not 

sure whether the solution found is the best one or not, then they will make a differencr 

according to your problem and search stntegy, i.e.. sorne search control algorithms will 

givr better results than others. 

In this section. the<: implementations are constmcted. They adopi the same search 

strateky: the tirst implementation in section 6.1.1 to select the next examination md 

assi yn a period to it. and the same score hnction: the third one in srct ion 6.1.3 to reducr 

the search space. The first irnplrmcntation uses the Depth First Search (DFS) control 

algorithm to search for optimized solution, the second one uses the Limited Discrepancy 

Search (LDS) control algorithm and the third implementation applies the Depth bounded 

Discrepancy Srarch (DDS). 

Tabte 6.7,6.8 and 6.9 swnmarize the results- There are five columns: the t'irst column is 

the ID of a solution, the second column shows how many students have two 
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examinations on the same day while the third column shows the number of students who 

have two examinations on consecutive days, the fourth column shows the total cost of a 

solution, and the last column shows how much time it takes to find the solution. 

1 Solution ID 1 nb Sarne Dav 1 nb Consecutive Dav 1 Total Cost 1 CPU time 

Table 6.7 Thé results of DFS 

Table 6.8 The results of LDS 

Solution ID 1 nb Sarnc: Day 
1 1 86 

Table 6.9 The results of DDS 

nb Consecutive Day 
1783 

Solution ID 
I 

From the results, wr  can see that each implcmentation can find the best solution but with 

a different time. Also we notice that they find ditkrent solutions because they follow 

different paihs to explore the search space. Arnong the three implementations. the 

second one (LDS) is the best one because it takes less time to find the best solution. 

Total Cost 
6318 

nb Sam Day 
86 

CPU time 
39.85 

nb Consecutive Day 
1783 

Total Cost 
6318 

CPU time 
40.23 
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The results s h o w  in table 6.7-6.9 are only an example (the first exarnination is fiaed to 

period 26): we also try other possibilities, and the results show the same trend: the LDS 

search control algorithm is the best one in our case. 

6.1.5 Stability of the searcb strntegy 

Besides solving the axamination scheduling problem for autumn term 1999. we also use 

the application to solve the problrm for winter term 2000 and autumn term 2000. The 

application cm find better solutions within the time limit ruid the resuits are better than 

that of École Polytechnique. 

6.2 THE RESULTS OF THE EXAMINATION-ROOM TIMETABLING PROBLEM 

The examination-session problem is only one part of the exarnination scheduling 

problern, the examination-room timetabling problem is also an important part of the 

problern. As we know that uually an examinaiion (course) has one or several sections. 

thus there are two different views of the examination. From the high level point of view, 

the exarnination is treatrd as the basic unit, while from the low lrvel point of view, the 

exarnination is composed of several sections, and the section is the basic unit. Thus therr 

exist two possible ways to schedule rooms to an examination. One way is: ignore the 

sections, regard the exarnination as a whole. and try to assign room/rooms to it. The 
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other way is: try to assign roorn/rooms to sections one by one, finally fixing the 

examination, that is: rooms are scheduled for it since each section of it is fixed. 

In the following sections, we will investigate thrse two approaches. 

6.2.1 Comparison amoag different value seloction metbods 

The first approach is adoptrd to assign roodrooms to the srlrctrd axamination that is 

the exarnination is considered as the basic unit. In this approach, the variable selection is 

very simple: always select the bigpst examination from the untïxed exarnination list. so 

that the luge examination wi l l  takr fewer roorns. which in tum results to improve the 

room utilizat ion. 

Three implementations arc constructcd, al1 of ihcm use the same variable selection rule 

as described abovr. and depending on the value selection rule. the selected examination 

can be tixed compietely at once and removed from the examination list or it can be tked 

partially and put back into the examination list in the nght place according to its 

remaining size. Value selection methods described in section 5.4.3.2 are used in 

different implemrntations. The largest-tint value selection rule, which always selects the 

largest available room/rooms for the selected examination. is used in the first 

implementation. The tirst-fit method. which selects the first suitable room for the 

selected exarnination. is adopted in the second implernentation and the best-fi t method, 

which selects the best set of rooms for the examination, is applied in the third 
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implementation. Each implementation c m  solve the problem, but the results are 

different, e-g., the solutions of some implementatims use fewer rooms, while othrr 

solutions have a high rate of room utilization. The solutions of these implementations 

wiil be given in the next part, followed by comparison and discussion. 

Table 6.10, 6.1 1, 6.12 summarize the results of the k t ,  second and third 

implementation, respectively. There are six columns in each table: the first column is 

the ID of sessions, the second column shows the number of students in a session, the 

third column shows how many rooms are used by the session. the founh column shows 

room usage for the session. Each room contûins a certain number of studrnts: the room 

that is assigned to one or sevenl examinations and contains the Ieast numbcr of students 

in the session is show in the fifth column (the number of students venus the roorn size). 

Each ertarn is scheduled into one or several rooms: the examination that is scheduld into 

more than one room and has the least number of students in one of the rooms 

(cornpuhg with other examinations in the session and the size difference brtwrn the 

room and the examination in the room is at least five) is sho\vn in the lasi column (the 

number of studsnts in the room versus the size of the examination). As described in 

Chapter 3. the total capacity of sach session is the sarnr: 161 1 .  and the total number of 

available rooms of each session is 3 1. 



1 SessiodD 1 nbstudents 1 nb Rooms 1 Room Utilitv 1 Srnallest Stud 1 Balanced Stud 1 

Table 6.10 The resul ts o f  the first implemcntaiion: the larges t- tint algorithm 



Table 6.1 1 The results of the second implementation: the first-fit algorithm 

SessionID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

nb Students 
1320 
339 
602 
220 

nb Rooms 
23 
4 
8 
2 

10 246 0.743 3 

Room Utility 
0.985 
0.8 19 
0.9 15 
0.953 

1043 
203 
539 
136 

i 1399 

0.946 
0.879 
0.90 1 
0.589 
0.99 1 

21 1100 

17 
- 7 

7 
- 7 

25 
46 / 175 

Smallest Stud 
31 139 
50 / 83 
33 /60  

101 1 IO2 

Balanced Siud 
5 /53 

3 1 105 
69 1171 

9 / 45 
74 1 102 
12/60 

4 7 /  102 
27 / 36 

5 1'722 
37 166 
12 f 343 

4 / 873 



1 SessionID 1 nb Students 1 nb Rooms 1 Room Utilitv 1 Smallest Stud 1 Balanced Stud 1 

Table 6.12 The results of the third irnplemrntation: the best-fit algorithm 

From the tables. we cm set: that in terms of room utilization the brst-fit algorithm (in 

most of the caxs) is the best one. followed by the first-fit and the largcst-tirst 

algorithrns. The average rate of room utilization is 96.6%, 90.4?/a and 76.6%. 
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respectively. In terms of using few rooms, the first-fit algorithms is the best one. it 

always uses few rooms compared with the other two algorithms. In most of the cases the 

best-fit algorithm uses fewer rooms than the larpst-fint algorithrn doss, except when 

there are tèw students in the session, i.e., lrss than 400 students, the largest-first rnay 

uses few rooms. The reason is that when fiew students are scheduled into a largest room. 

the room may still be the largest one. so that it cm tK used for the nrxt examination. 

While in the best-fit algorithrn, usually the next exmination is scheduled into another 

room. In terms of uniform distribution of students, the best-tit algorithrn ofkrs the best 

solution. i.r.. thcre are only two examinations whox small part of students (6 and 8 

respcctively) is scheduled into different rooms. While the other two algorithms givr 

similar results. they are not pod .  Le.. more than 10 examinations have small number of 

students in other rooms. The reason is that the two algorithms only consider the room 

sizc and ûlways select the largcst rooms for the examination. i.r.. suppose the size of the 

examination is 10 1. and the largest room's capacity is 100. ihen 100 studrnts will be 

schcduled into this room. the remaining one studrnt will br scheduled into the second 

largest room (the largest-fint algorithrn) or the first suitable room in the room lis1 (the 

tirst-tit algorithm). While in the best-fit algorithm. it will tind the brst two rooms for the 

examination. 

As we can see the results of the largest-tint algorithm are the woet one arnong the three 

of them: the basic reason is that it always uses the largest room tirst men if the sizr of 
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the examination is very small, which results in the low rate of room utilization and using 

more rooms. 

The first-fit algorithm uses few rooms, the reason king that it only sorts the room list 

once (just before scheduling any exmination into rooms) and uses the first suitable 

rooms for the examination, thus it will use large rooms before small roorns. which meûns 

it needs few rooms to hold the examinations of the session. As dcscribed above. on 

average the rate of room utilization of the tirsi-tit algorithm is much better than that of 

the largest-tirst algorithm and is not as good as that of the best-tit algorithm. But there 

are two exceptions: on one hand, when the session hm a lot of students, say more thûn 

1300 students in our case (big session). then the room utilization of the first-fit algorithm 

may be better than that of the best-tl algorith, ix.. for the session 1 and 9. ihere are 

1320 and 1399 studrnts respectively. the rate of room utilization is 98.5% / 96.0% (the 

first-fitfbest-fit algorithm) and 99.1% / 98.9% respectivclg. The reason is thai thc best-fit 

algorithm has a tendency to use small rooms tirst because it wiil find the best set of 

roorns for the selected examination. When the session is a big one. ii will run out of 

small rooms, and has to use a large room at some point rven if t h m  are only k w  

students. This will decrease the room utilization. While for the tint-tit algorithm. it will 

use large rooms More small rooms. W k n  there are a large number of students in a 

session, it will use up the large rooms, and begin to use srnall rooms. the room utilization 

will not decrease as much as that of the best-fit algorithm. On the other hand. when there 

are a small number of students in a session, then the rate of room utilization of the first- 
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fit approach could be as worse as that of the largest-first approach, ix . ,  in session 2 and 

8, there are 339 and 136, and the rate of room utilization is 81.9% and 58.9% 

respectively. The reason is that both approaches try to use large rooms first. the only 

difference is that the first-fit approach sorts the examination list once while the largest- 

first approach sorts the examination list whenever a room is assigned to an exarnination. 

Thus if the session is a smnll one, it is possible that both approaches use the samr set of 

rooms for the exarninations. For example, suppose there are only two examinations in a 

session, they have 80 and 60 students respectively. In our case. both approaches will use 

the first and the second largest rooms. In the largest-tirst case, afirr 80 students are 

scheduled into the largest room. the second largest room becornes the largest one. the 

second examinaiion is schedulcd into it. While in the first-fit approach. the second 

examination is still scheduled into the second largest r o m  because the Iargest room 

cadi hold the two eaaminations and the second lûrgsst room is thé tirst room that can 

hold the second esamination. 

From the results we can sec that in terni of room utilizrition the kst-Fit approach works 

well most of the tirne. Sincc it has a trndency to use small rooms. it will use more rooms 

compared with the tïrst-fit approach. Although in tcrrms of the unifortn distribution of 

students the best-fit approach is the b a t ,  it c m  still bcr improved by introducing a 

variable 'balanceFactor' and increasing its value (described in Chapter 5) .  ix.. wr c m  

obtain the result in which no exminations whose small part of students (less than 12) 

are scheduled into digerent rooms. But there exists a balance between the room 
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utilization and the uniform distribution of students, i.e., the average rate of room 

utilization decreases to 95.6%. In tàct if the unifonn distribution of students is more 

important than the room utilization, there exists another way to schedule rooms to 

examinations, We will describe it in the next section. 

6.2.2 Room srbeduling based on section 

As described above. from the low level point of view, the exmination is no longer the 

basic unit, the room scheduling problem c m  be solved according to the sizr of sections. 

This method is used in such a situation that the uniform distribution of students should 

be satisfied. 

The basic step of the rnethod is, first select an examination from the list. then try to 

assign a section per room. if it isn't possible. try to üssign half of the section to a roum 

and the other Iialf in another room. and so on. When each section of the examination is 

Fixed. the examination is fixed finally. 

There are two possible rules for selcciing an examination. The tirst one is, select the 

largest examination tint just as the one used in the above section. The second one is, the 

next selected examination is always the one whose biggest section's size is the largest. 

The point is that room scheduling is basrd on section. thus the examination that has the 

largest section should be schedulrd fiat so that it will use fewer rooms. 
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Two implementations will be constnicted based on the two variable selection rules in 

this section. According to the above section, the ksi-fit approach is the best one in term 

of room utilization in most situations. It will be used as the value selection nile in the 

following implementations. 

Table 6.13 The resulis of the fint implementation 

SessioniD 
1 

nb Students 
1377 

nb Rooms 
26 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Room Utility 
0.919 

5 
18 
3 
28 

32 1 
856 
116 
1336 

0.819 
0.8 18 
0,885 
0.906 



Table 6.14 The results of  the second implementation 

SessionID 
1 
2 
3 

Table 6.13 and Table 6.14 show the results o f  the two implementations. Each table has 

four columns that are the same as that of Table 6.10, 

nb Students 
1277 

nb Rooms 
24 

Room Utility 
0.942 
0.8 1 9 
0.882 

32 1 
856 

5 
16 
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From the tables we c m  see that in ternis of the room utilization, they are very close. the 

first irnplementation is a little bit ktter. i.e., the average rate of room utilization is 

88.8% and 88.1%, respixtively. But if we count how many sections are separated into 

different rooms. the two implementations give different answers. For the first 

implementation. there are 55 sections, each of which is schedulrd into two rooms. and 3 

sections, each of which is scheduled into three rooms. While for the second 

implementation. there are 49 sections. each of which is scheduied into two rooms. and 1 

section that is schedulrd into threr rooms. It is çlear that the second implemcntation is 

better than the tint one. The reason is ihat for the tirst irnplementation. i t  always selects 

the lxgcst exmination from the rcmaining list, and the section's size of the selccted one 

is not necessary the largest, which means some small sections will be scheduled tirst and 

cause the large sections io bcr sepÿrated into niore rooms brcause the s i x  of the 

remaining roorns is not big cnough to hold it. For example. thtire are three cxaminations. 

each of them only has  one section whose s i x  is 104. I Z 1 and 123. rrsprctively. Thcy are 

al1 large sections. but thcy are not the Iargrst examination in iheir sessions. Thus in the 

tïrst implemrntation thry are selected relatively late. the results are. each of thrm is 

schedulrd into thrce rooms. Whilr in the second implementation. t hey are selected tint. 

and each of them is scheduled into one room. 

6 2  SUMMARY 

The examination scheduling problem is solved through solving its two subproblrms: 

examination-session problem and examination-room problem. To solve the tirst 
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subproblem we try sevcral variable and value selection niles. Each of them c m  solve the 

problem, but the results are different, some of them can find a better solution quickly 

whilr the others need a long time. Depending on the request, the second subproblem can 

be solved based on the size of either examination or section, and no matter which one is 

adopted. the kst-fit value selection mle offers better solution in most cases. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

The exarnination scheduling problem is very difficult to solve and is classified as NP- 

hard. The diftïculties anse from its large scale, the large numbrr of contrcidictory 

rrquirements, constraints and quality criteria. 

This thesis has revirwed the methods for solving the problem, and adopted constr~int 

programming to generaie exarnination tirnetables. Wc have investigated several 

algorithrns. and triai io look for the k s i  one in our case. 

7.1 Contributions 

We have dividrd the problem into two subproblçms. and solved them in t w  phases: 

esamination-session tirnetabling and examination-room timrtabliiig. For each sub- 

pro blrm we devr loped sevenl searc h strategies. including static and dynam ic rules for 

variable and value selection. Combining variable and value ordering r u k s  togethcr. 

different algorithrns were construcied. 

In order to improve the nin-time performance. we have used different techniques to 

reduce the search space so that only those sub-spaces in which the better solutions arc 

likely to be are explored during the search. Additionally, ive have investigated di fferent 
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search control algot-ithms to improve the performance and see where the algorithms are 

likely to make a wrong choice: at the top of the search tree, in the middle of the search 

tree or at the bottom of the search tree. 

All hard constraints were satisfied in each algorithrn. Soft constraints were classified 

according to pnorities; the sooH constnints with hi& priority were satisfkd before the 

ones with low priority. 

Though several of our algorithms could find better solutions within the time limit. one of 

them had a better nin-time performance. Summarizing i t  hue, the algorithm had several 
w 

rules: large number of conflicts tirst was used as the rule for variable selection: the value 

that led to the best partial solution was srlccted tirst; for the nilr of the search spacr 

reduction. wve sortcd the available periods according to the cost of thrir Ièasiblc 

solutions. then cut some of them: limited discrepancy search was used as the srarch 

control algorithrn. The algorithm is very stable. we tcstcd it by using thce x t s  of data 

from École Polytechnique de Montrial. The results wrr: very good. 

Each implementation cm allocate rooms for each examination automaiically. Scvenl 

value selection niles and two variable selcction niles were investigated. The 

examination-session tirnetabling problem c m  be solvrd based on the s i x  of eithrr 

examination or section. and no matter which one is adopted. the &est-tii value selection 

mle otrers the better solution in most cases. 



The constraints. such as precedence constraints, which states that some examinations 

may be required to take place before or afier some other exarninations, etc., cm be easily 

added to the application at run time by reading them from a text file. 

The results of our study prove that constraint proyrarnming is very powerful in dealing 

with examination scheduling problems. !LOG SOLVER was used in the project. It 

provided some basic functions and facilities, and it was easy to mode1 the relationships 

and constrûints of the problem. 

7.2 Discussion and Future Work 

Variable ordering plays an important rolr in searchiny for a better solution. In this 

project sevenl rules wvere investigated. all of thcim only considered the impact of the 

îïxed examinations. The ideal way to select the next examination is to consider the 

impact of both the îïxed and untixed exarninations. 

Our method for soning the list of itvailable periods is expensive, if a simple and an 

efficient method c m  be round, then we cm reduce the search space quickly and thus 

improve the run-time performance. 
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The room allocation strategies used in this project is relatively simple, we only try to 

find the fint solution. It is possible to define a cost function associated with each 

solution, and find the optimal solution. 

Besides the h e e  aspects described above. we can also add some visualization options to 

the application. Le., we can provide a GUI to let users add or delrte consinints. select 

the mau number of discrepancy and the time limit. etc. 
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APPENDIX 

AN EXAMPLE OF THE SOLUTlON 

This is  the 5 t h  solution, i t  i s  found within 5153. 100000 second 
The total cost is:  6050 
There are 133 students who have two excas  on the s,mc day 
There are 1697 students who have t w o  exms  on connec t ive days 
Thcre are O studcnts who have two exms in the same time 
Max numbcr of  discrepanc ies = 10 
The srna1 l e s t  numhcr of studcnts i n  a room is  15 and i t is  in session: 7 
The average occupancy rate is: 0.898 

The session 0:  
c x m i D  S i z c  scctID rciom 



TS4lO 6 L :  E3-314( 61' -18); 

The session 1 : 
Size sectID room 

exiunID S i zc  s c c t I D  rom 

The session 3: 
examtD S i z e  secttD room 
i ,  320 57 1 : 0-600.6 ( 57,' 59) ; 



The session 4:  
examID Size  sectiD room 
3.251 

340 
5.217 
6.502 
7. 534 
9.370 

CttE0.50 1 
1 NG 1030 
I NG 1 030 
1 NG 1 O30 
i NG 1030 
I NG 1030 
l NG 10'30 
I iV(; 1030 
i NG 1030 
I NG 1030 
1 NG 1030 
ING 1030 
1 XG 10:10 
1 Y(; 10:10 
I NI; 1030 
I NG 1030 
I NC lll30 

Thc scss ion -5 : 

Thc scssion 6: 
e x m i D  Size  sectID 
l . .S-l 15 1 : 
2.533 32 1 : 

215 42 1 : 
215 1 1  4 : 
1115 42 3 : 
2 15 42 4 : 
21.5 2 5 : 
215 42 6 : 



The session 7 :  
cxamID S i z e  sectID r o o m  

2.561 15 1 : A-522( 15 2 8 ) ;  
3.413 57 1 : 8-600.6( 57 5 9 ) ;  

The session 8 :  
cx;unID S i m  sectlD room 

The session 9: 





The session 13 :  



The session 1.5: 
exmIDSize sec t [D  room 
3. ;352 ,56 1 : B-600. t i(  56.' 59) ; 

The session 16: 
cxiunlD Size sect I D  rom 
1.416 9 1 :  B-512( 9!100); 

4'2 1 5 I : 8-600. 4 ( -1-5, -15) ; 
5 .  523 7 1 : B-418( 7," 102) ; 
O 1  0 1  : A-60.1 ( 30 X!) ; 

PIfSO1O2 -1-I I : B-3 16. 1 - 1  ( 44. 45) : 

Thc session f8: 
examID Size  sectiD r o m  

1 .43OA 18 1 : B--Ils( 18 8 3 ) ;  
2 . 5  -10 1 : 8-316. 1-1  ( -101' 45) : 
3.540 65 1 : 0-4 15 ( 6.5,' 83)  ; 
4.506 60 1 : B-600.3 ( 60, 60) ; 
5.231 8 1 :  B-3 1-1( 8, -18) ; 

580 16 1 : 8-600.6 ( 16,' 59) ; 



6.326 
7.519 

1 NG 1020 
ING 1020 
1 NG 1020 
ING 1020 
ING1020 
IN(; 1 O20 
ING IO20 
ING 1020 
I NG 1 O20 
1 NG 1020 
[NG 1020 
[NG 1020 
1 NG 1020 
1 Ni; 1 020 
1 NG 1020 
MEC24 1 O 

The session 20: 
exmID Size  sèctID 



The session 22: 
exiunID S i ze  sect [D 

-12 1 :  
-41 :! : 
4 1 :I : 
-1 1 .1 : 
41 5 : 
-II t i :  
-II 7 :  
41 8 :  
4 1  9 : 
41 1 0 :  
-11 1 1  : 
41 12 : 
41 13 : 
-11 1-4 : 
4I 15 : 
17 I : 

The session 24: 



examID Size  sectID room 

The scssion 26: 
exiunID Size  sectrD r o m  

1. .?O9 
'2.w 1 
4. :140 
.?. 558 
7. XI  1 
7. -504 
7-53?  
X.;310 
9. :35 1 
AE-1:N 

ELE 1-100 
ELE 1-100 
ELE1-100 
ELE 1-100 
ELE 14OO 
ELE l-100 
ELE 1400 



ELE2600 
ELE2600 
ELE2600 
ELE3700 
ELE3700 
GLQ'21Ol 

1 F3iM 
I F304 
IF510 

MEC21 10 
MTHO 1 O3 

2-010 

The session 27: 
examID Size sectID room 
3.511 77 1 :  B--115 ( 77 831 ; 

ELE2301 -15 1 : B-5 121 45. 100) ; 
ELES301 45 2 : B-512( -1.5, 100) ; 
GLQIlOl -12 1 : B-405( -12. 49 ; 




